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viii Zusammenfassung



Abstract

This thesis is devoted to theoretical studies of the interaction of intense laser pulses with

solid-state targets. This area of laser physics is very active and fast growing as it might

possess a number of useful applications in material science, physics, biology and medicine.

The main part of the thesis is devoted to the generation of high-order harmonics on

the vacuum-plasma interface due to the longitudinal oscillatory motion of the reflecting

surface. This has a prospect of generation of trains or even single attosecond pulses that

have much more intensity than those generated in atomic media.

Before making this source an instrument for studying electron dynamics in condensed

matter or for laser-vacuum interactions, one has to know how to control the important

properties of the harmonic beam, namely its temporal and spatial structure. To pursue

the answering of the question of control, analytical and numerical studies were performed.

Most of the ideas are based on the shaping of the laser pulse (both in temporal and spatial

domains) and of the target.

The second part of the thesis is devoted to the studies of the generation of energetic

ion beams. These beams can be used, for example, in cancer therapy, plasma radiography

and isotope production. The studies of the influence of laser pulse ellipticity and target

thickness on ion beam monoenergetic features and energy allows one to use the results

presented in this thesis for optimization of future experiments.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit theoretischen Untersuchungen der Wechselwirkung intensiver

Laserpulse mit Festkörperoberflächen. Dieses Feld der Laserphysik ist momentan sehr

aktuell und entwickelt sich schnell, da es eine Vielzahl von potentiellen Anwendungen auch

jenseits der Physik in Materialwissenschaften, der Biologie und der Medizin verspricht.

Der Hauptteil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Erzeugung von hohen Harmonischen

der fundamentalen Laserfrequenz an der Grenzfläche zwischen Target und Vakuum als

Folge der Oszillation der reflektierenden Grenzfläche im Feld des treibenden Lasers. Dieser

Prozess verspricht die Erzeugung von Attosekunden-Pulszügen oder sogar einzelnen At-

tosekundenpulsen die wesentlich intensiver sind als entsprechende in Gastargets erzeugte

Pulse. Bevor eine solche Quelle allerdings für zeitaufgelöste Untersuchungen der Elek-

tronendynamik in Festkörpern oder Plasmen angewendet werden kann, ist es notwendig,

die zeitlichen und räumlichen Eigenschaften der Pulse genau kontrollieren zu können. Zu

diesem Zwecke wurden in dieser Arbeit detaillierte numerische und analytische Unter-

suchungen der Harmonischenerzeugung durchgeführt. Insbesondere wurde dabei unter-

sucht, welchen Einfluss die räumlichen und zeitlichen Eigenschaften des Treiberlasers auf

die erzeugten Harmonischen haben.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit befasst sich mit der Erzeugung energetischer Ionenstrahlen.

Solche Strahlen haben eine Vielzahl von potentielle Anwendungen zum Beispiel in der

Strahlentherapie, der Untersuchung von dichten Plasmen und der Erzeugung radioaktiver

Isotope. In dieser Arbeit wird demonstriert, wie sich die Elliptizität des Laserpulses und

die Targetdicke auf die Spektren und die Energie der erzeugten monoenergetischen Ionen
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auswirkt. Mit Hilfe dieser Ergebnisse wird es in Zukunft möglich sein, Experimente zur

Erzeugung von Ionenstrahlen wesentlich zu optimieren.



Chapter 1

Introduction and motivation

1.1 Intense laser-matter interactions

State-of-the-art laser systems are capable of generating electromagnetic pulses with un-

precedented energy compression leading to intensities several orders of magnitude above

the relativistic threshold (Irel · λ2
L ≥ 1.37 · 1018W/cm2 · µm2) [1, 2], i.e. the intensity of the

wave in which oscillatory energy of a test electron Wosc = eAL/mec
2 becomes more than its

rest energy mec
2. Here λL is the laser wavelength, e,me are the electron charge and mass

respectively, AL is the wave vector potential and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The

generation of relativistically strong laser pulses with duration less than 100 fs (1 fs=10−15 s)

became possible with the invention of the chirped-pulse-amplification (CPA) technique [3].

In this technique the broadband seed pulse is first stretched in time in order to avoid the

material breakdown and nonlinear distortions of the pulse during amplification by strongly

reducing its peak intensity. After the amplification the pulse is compressed in time back

to the duration supported by its amplified bandwidth.

Relativistic intensities are much higher than intensities needed for target ionization.

Thus it can be assumed that light interacts with a fully-ionized plasma at these intensities.

The main feature of relativistic laser-plasma interactions is the character of the electron

motion. Exposed to electromagnetic waves with such intensities the electron not only
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wiggles transversely in electric field but also significantly drifts longitudinally due to the

magnetic component of the Lorentz force [4, 5]. This behavior is the main reason for many

interesting phenomena.

Relativistic laser-plasma studies are a fast growing and fascinating area of physics [6,

7, 8, 9] with a number of experimental breakthroughs. For example, during the interaction

of laser radiation with under-dense plasma the longitudinal wakefields are formed that can

trap the electrons and accelerate them up to GeV energy level in monochromatic fashion

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. This already found the application in generation of incoherent

hard-x-ray betatron radiation [16] and VUV undulator radiation [17].

This thesis is devoted to the interaction of intense laser pulses with solid-state targets,

namely to two interesting phenomena - transformation of initially narrow spectrum of the

laser pulse into a broad harmonic spectrum and transformation of the energy of the laser

pulse into the energy of the plasma ions. Both phenomena attract a lot of attention for a

number of envisioned applications in physics, biology, medicine and materials science.

1.2 High order harmonics generation and attosecond

physics

1.2.1 Overview

Historically, high-order harmonics from solid-state targets were probably first observed in

1977 by Burnett et al [18] who showed harmonics of CO2 laser light with numbers extend-

ing up to 11-th. In 1981 Carman et al [19] observed up to 46 harmonics of the CO2 laser

light while using quite long pulses (1-2 ns, λL = 10.6 µm, I = 1016W/cm2) for which the

hydrodynamical plasma expansion is not negligible and must be taken into account. An im-

mediate proposal followed envisaging the application of harmonic emission as a measuring

tool for plasma profile steepening [20]. First experimental studies of harmonic generation

with short (100 fs to 2 ps) intense (up to 1017 W/cm2) solid-state lasers with λL = 1 µm

were conducted by Kohlweyer et al [21] and almost simultaneously by D. von der Linde
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et al [22]. In these works with quite moderate intensities harmonics up to 15th were ob-

served. Using pulses with intensity up to 1019 W/cm2 and 2 ps duration P. Norreys et al

[23] were able to generate up to 68 harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency. This was

the first demonstration of harmonic generation with relativistic intensities later followed

by a number of works [24, 25, 26, 27]. Due to the number of applications of the beams

of harmonics, whose wavelength can reach nanometer range, the interest in this topic is

constantly growing. It is important to highlight two papers demonstrating spatial [28] and

temporal [29] coherence of such beams and opening the possibility to the creation of the

table-top attosecond (1 as= 10−18 s) UV and X-ray sources.

From the theoretical side the process of high-order harmonics generation in over-dense

plasmas was started to be investigated soon after the works of Carman et al [19]. Bezzerides

et al. [30] applied hydrodynamic approach and showed that the presence of the plasma

gradient for moderate intensities (i.e. when one can omit the relativistic corrections) leads

to harmonic emission with well defined cut-off frequency corresponding to the plasma

frequency ωco = ωp. This was however inconsistent with results of the studies based

on PIC-simulations [31, 32] and experiments [23], which demonstrated the harmonics well

beyond the plasma frequency of the target. In their work, Lichters and Meyer-ter-Vehn [33]

distinguished two mechanisms - one responsible for the cut-off at ωp and one exhibiting

no plasma-frequency dependent cut-off. The first one is the mechanism of Bezzerides et

al. [30] that is due to the inverse resonance absorption [34] of the wakefields created by

the Brunel electron bunches [35] traveling through the plasma gradient. Experimental

papers by Teubner et al [36], Tarasevitch et al [37] and Quere et al [38] studied this

process (which can happen on both sides of the target) in more detail and demonstrated

the plasma frequency dependent cut-off. Moreover, they showed the intensity dependent

transition to the second (with no cut-off at ωp) harmonic generation mechanism with the

help of PIC simulations. This second mechanism is due to the forced longitudinal oscillation

of the whole plasma surface leading to a Doppler shift of the incoming laser light. It is

now generally accepted to call the first mechanism Coherent Wake Emission [38] and the

second one Oscillating Mirror model [31]. The latter is the primary subject of this thesis.
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1.2.2 Attosecond physics

Following from the Fourier Theorem , the generation of the broad spectrum is a prerequisite

for generating ultra-short pulses. From it it follows that the width of the spectrum Ω and

the width of the time structure τ (the duration) are connected via the expression Ωτ = 2π

if the phase is constant over the spectrum. For example if a filter if applied taking only

harmonics with numbers from 10 to 20 of the laser with wavelength λL = 1 µm, then the

width of this range is Ω = 2 · 1016 1/s and the Fourier-limited pulse duration is equal to

τ = 314 as. This simple estimate shows that with moderate harmonic orders generated

from infrared laser light is is possible to enter the attosecond domain. Please note that for

the generation of attosecond pulses two conditions must be fulfilled. Firstly, the spectrum

should be broad enough and secondly, the harmonics must be phase synchronized. As

will be shown later, that the high-order harmonics from overdense plasmas fulfill these

requirements.

It is important to stress that attosecond physics is already an active field in experimental

physics with many high-profile applications (see [39] and references therein). Its main aim

is to study the processes in atoms, molecules and condensed matter with sub-femtosecond

time resolution. For example, it takes only 150 as for an electron to make one round-

trip on the first Bohr orbit in the hydrogen atom. Historically, attosecond pulses were

first generated in the experiments with gas jets where the incoming light was transformed

into a broad spectrum with odd harmonics. The generation of gas harmonics can be

understood in terms of the three-step-model proposed by Corkum [40]. Here an atom is

first ionized and releases one electron, which is accelerated in the electromagnetic wave.

During the next half period of the light field, the electron returns and recollides with

the ionized atom, releasing a single broadband X-ray pulse. The periodic nature of this

process subsequently leads to a spectral modulation, forming a harmonic comb in the

spectral domain. Soon after this proposal, the conjecture of Farkas and Tòth [41] and

of Harris et al [42] was experimentally confirmed. It states that if these monochromatic

light waves of equally spaced frequencies are in phase, the interplay between constructive
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and destructive interference in their superposition would give rise to temporal beating and

therefore to generation of a train of attosecond pulses. Further innovations in short pulse

laser technology gave rise to the generation of even single attosecond XUV bursts [43, 44,

45], which was promptly followed by an upsurge of extraordinary applications [46, 47, 48].

Unfortunately, the number of photons per unit time obtained by the atomic medium up-

converter is low with the consequence of severely limiting the scope of applications of this

attosecond pulse generation technique. This pertains in particular to the envisaged pump-

probe measurements [49]: the attosecond pulse is split into two, the first one triggering the

system into motion or starting a reaction, and the second one probing it after a controlled

delay. But this approach is not feasible with attosecond pulses from atomic harmonics

because they are too weak. Apparently, it needs another nonlinear medium operating at

higher laser intensities and exhibiting higher efficiency. The relativistic interaction of an

intense laser pulse with overdense plasma constitutes a very promising approach towards

this objective. The main advantage over the process of harmonics generation in rarefied

gases is that the plasma medium does not exhibit an inherent limit on the highest laser

intensity that can be used. The projected specifications of the laser system envisioned

for the near future allow for focused intensities of 1021 W/cm−2 or even higher at a few

hundred hertz repetition rates. The plasma medium can exploit these relativistic intensities

and thus provide a novel source of intense attosecond pulses that will open the road to

investigations with unparalleled temporal resolution for a host of new phenomena.

A very far-reaching application of attosecond pulses is the hope to experimentally ap-

proach the so called Schwinger limit (1029 W/cm2), when quantum electrodynamics effects

such as, for example, vacuum polarization become important [50]. Reaching this thresh-

old intensity with optical radiation is beyond the limits of even the most ambitious laser

projects such as ELI [51] or HIPER [52]. Focusing attosecond x-ray pulses that have a

central wavelength of λatto to a minimal spot area Satto ≈ λ2
atto theoretically allows to con-

centrate the harmonics energy in a small enough volume to reach the intensities close to

the Schwinger limit as discussed in [53, 54].

After all these considerations it becomes clear what problems experimentalist have to
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overcome in order to generate trains or single intense attosecond pulses. It is important

to obtain a coherent harmonic beam with a phase-synchronized broad spectrum. Before

conducting an experiment it is also important to know how different parameters of target or

laser will affect the production and quality of the beam. In other words, before advancing

from an interesting topic of basic plasma physics to an everyday experimental tool it is

important to know how to control the process. This is the main goal of this thesis - to study

the effects of different parameters on harmonics generation and the ways of controlling their

spatial and temporal structure.

1.3 Generation of mono-energetic ion beams

Another interesting phenomena occurring when a relativistically strong laser pulse impinges

a solid-state target is the generation of energetic ions. The intensity of the plane wave in

which the ion becomes relativistic is equal to Iionλ
2
L = 1.37 · 1018 ·M2

i W/cm2µm2, where

Mi - is the mass of the ion in the units of electron mass me. This means that for laser

intensities less than 1024 W/cm2 for λL = 1µm one can assume that the light interacts with

the electrons and not with the ions. However, if this interaction with electrons separates

them from the ions, the created space charge fields can also affect the latter. There are

several ways for the electrons to extract the energy from light in a collisionless plasma. If

the plasma-vacuum interface is steep, then the electrons can absorb energy in the process of

vacuum-heating [35] or the j×B heating [55]. In both cases it is important that the electron

excursions are larger than the skin-depth, thus plasma electron can lose the connection and

gain the energy from electromagnetic wave unlike the free electron.

If the plasma gradient is long, the resonance absorption becomes dominant [34]. In this

case obliquely incident p-polarized laser pulse gets transformed into a longitudinal plasma

wave near the resonance point where n = ncr.

One of the ion acceleration mechanisms is based on the free plasma expansion into

vacuum and was studied, for example, by Gurevich et al [56]. In the case of the thin

foil this leads to thermal ion spectrum on both sides of the target. The second mechanism
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usually referred to as target-normal-sheath-acceleration (TNSA, [57]) and is due to electron

bunches created on the front surface of the target [58] that travel through the target, escape

on the rear side and build the longitudinal field there. This mechanism normally also leads

to the thermal spectrum, however, in some special cases [59] the mono-energetic ion beams

can be generated. Third mechanism is the front side or shock acceleration of the ions [60].

Electrons being pushed inside by the laser pressure build the charge-separation fields and

drag the ions. In this case the ions travel through the target and escape from the rear side

possessing the thermal spectrum.

The acceleration of ions with ultra-high intensity laser pulses has attracted broad in-

terest over the last decade [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. The high quality of the produced

multi-MeV ion bunches in terms of very small values for the transversal and longitudi-

nal emittances has stimulated discussions about a number of applications, such as cancer

therapy [69, 70, 71, 72], isotope production [73, 74], plasma radiography [75], inertial con-

finement fusion (ICF) [76, 77] etc. However, only within the last years it became possible to

produce mono-energetic ion beams directly from the irradiated targets [78, 79, 80] which is

essential for some of the aforementioned applications. Since the mono-energetic ion beams

are still generated via target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA, [57]), they suffer from

a low laser-ion energy conversion efficiency of usually less than a few percent. Just re-

cently, a new technique for a very efficient generation of quasi-mono-energetic ion beams

was proposed by several authors [81, 82, 83, 84] and also studied experimentally [85]. The

key-point is the use of ultra-thin foils and high-contrast, circularly polarized laser pulses.

In this thesis the effect of the target thickness and laser ellipticity on the parameters of

the generated ion beams is studied.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is structured in the following way.

• Chapter 1 is the general introduction. The motivation for the studies is justified here.
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• Chapter 2 describes the theoretical methods and methods of numerical simulations

used in the thesis, describes and justifies the most important assumptions and shows

the connection between Vlasov equation and particle-in-cell (PIC) method.

• Chapter 3 is devoted to the studies of the general dynamics of the reflecting sur-

face during the interaction with a strong laser pulse. A simple one-dimensional

one-particle model is described that allows to understand the main features of the

surface motion. The emission of the harmonics is discussed based on both macro-

and microscopic point of view.

• Chapter 4 discusses methods for controlling the temporal structure of the harmonics.

A way of controlling the temporal structure is introduced based on the dynamically

changing polarization inside the laser pulse - the polarization gating technique.

• In Chapter 5 the spatial coherence of the harmonic beam is discussed. The ways

of controlling the divergence of the beam are presented based on target and laser

shaping. It is demonstrated that the surface roughness under appropriate conditions

can disappear and does not affect the coherence of the harmonics.

• Chapter 6 is devoted to the ion acceleration from thin foils using elliptically polarized

laser pulses. The effect of the target thickness as well as laser ellipticity is discussed.



Chapter 2

Main equations and methods of

numerical simulations

2.1 Main equations

Before writing down the main equations one should introduce the main assumptions that

are almost always used in describing the interaction of intense laser pulses with matter.

First of all, relativistic intensities are several orders of magnitude higher than those

needed for ionization of matter. For example, for the barrier suppression ionization (BSI)

of the hydrogen atom an intensity of 1016 W/cm2 is needed [86, 87, 88]. Relativistically

intense laser pulse ionizes the matter already with its foot and the main part of it interacts

with a fully ionized plasma.

Second, the electron-ion collision frequency is negligibly small for relativistic intensities

and short pulses. One can estimate the ratio between mean free time between collisions

τe [89] and the interaction time τint ≈ 100 fs:

τe

τint

=
T

3/2
e m1/2

4πe4ne ln Λ · τint

, (2.1)

where Te is the temperature of the electron component, which in the relativistic case

can be estimated as the electron rest energy Te = 0.511 MeV, m, e - are the electron mass
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and charge respectively, ne ≈ 4 · 1023 1/cm3 is the solid state plasma density, ln Λ - is

the so-called Coulomb logarithm [89] which is on the order of 20 for these intensities and

plasma densities. Putting all the numbers together one gets

τe

τint

≈ 4 · 10−12

100 · 10−15
≈ 40, (2.2)

which means that the mean time between collisions is much larger than the interaction time.

This fact allows one to neglect the collisions while describing the laser-plasma interactions.

For treating the laser-plasma interaction self-consistently one can write down Vlasov

equation [90] for the distribution function f(t, r,p)

∂f

∂t
+

p

mγ
· ∂f

∂r
+ F

∂f

∂p
= 0 (2.3)

and Maxwell equations [91] for the evolution of the electromagnetic fields

∂E

∂t
= c · rotB− 4πj (2.4)

∂B

∂t
= −c · rotE. (2.5)

In this equations γ =
√

1 + (p/mc)2, the force F equals to F = qE + q
c
v × B, and the

current density j can be found using the distribution function j = q
∫

v(p)f(t, r,p)dp,

where v(p) = p
mγ

.

In the relativistic laser-plasma interactions there are almost no problems that allow

exact analytical treatment due to the nonlinear gamma-factor and most of the time the

numerical simulations are required. Seemingly the easiest and straightforward way would

be to write the numerical scheme for eq. 2.3. However, even one-dimensional problems

require at least a three-dimensional numerical grid for one coordinate and two momenta

components. More than that, in many problems during the simulation time the distri-

bution function is very compact in the momenta space. This leads to the non-effective

calculation as the computer code has to simulate also the empty spaces - see for example
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px

py

empty spacedistribution function

(a)

px

py

distribution function

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematical drawing of the distribution function on the numerical grid.
Empty areas lead to unefficient computation. (b) Sampling of the distribution function
with the finite elements.

the schematic drawing on fig. 2.1a, where the projection of the distribution function in the

one-dimensional case f(t, x, px, py) on the px, py axes is shown (see also [6]).

There is another way of numerically solving eq. 2.3 - sampling the distribution function

f(t, r,p) with the finite elements

f(t, r,p) =
∑

i

Si(r− ri(t),p− pi(t)), (2.6)

where Si is the shape-function of the particle, and ri(t) and pi(t) are its coordinates

and momenta respectively (see illustration on fig. 2.1b). By doing that we put the time

dependance of the distribution function in the time-dependent coordinates and momenta

of the finite element, which will be called a quasi-particle or a macro-particle later. As the

sampled function 2.6 satisfies eq. 2.3, the quasi-particles move along the characteristics of

the Vlasov equation, thus their coordinates and momenta can be found from equations

dri(t)

dt
=

pi(t)

mγi(t)

dpi(t)

dt
= qE(t, ri) + qvi(t)×B(t, ri).

(2.7)

Note that the quasi-particles move in the same way as the specie (electrons or ions)
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they represent. By initially sampling the distribution function with quasi-particles we

get rid of the numerical grid in momenta space, that makes the PIC code more time

efficient compared to the direct numerical solution of eq. 2.3. The main disadvantage of the

PIC method is the fact that the sampling of the distribution function produces numerical

fluctuations, which must be taken into account during the simulations by choosing the

appropriate number of quasi-particles.

2.1.1 Relativistic Unit System

In equations 2.4, 2.5, 2.7 it is convenient to use the relativistic unit system, in which the

normalized quantities for electric or magnetic field a, time t, length l, momentum p, and

density n are obtained from their counterparts in CGS-units E, t′, l′, p′, and n′ via

a =
eE

mecωL

, t = ωLt′, l =
ωL

c
l′, p =

p′

mec
, n =

n′

ncr

. (2.8)

Here ωL is the laser angular frequency, and ncr = mω2
L/(4πe2) - is the critical plasma

density. The energy in this units is measured in units of the electron rest energy, the

dimensionless field amplitude a = 1 denotes the transition to the relativistic regime when

the oscillatory energy of the electron in the electromagnetic wave Wosc = eE ′/mec
2 becomes

equal to its rest energy. The corresponding intensity is called the relativistic intensity and

is equal to Irelλ
2
L = 1.37 · 1018W/cm2 · µm2. The laser wavelength used in this thesis is

always set to λL = 1µm if not noted otherwise. The target for this wavelength is always

overdense, for example the glass target plasma has a density of about n = 400 (in critical

densities ncr).

2.2 Basics of the particle-in-cell method

To briefly summarize the previous section, in the PIC method the distribution function is

approximated by a number of quasi-particles, whose evolution is described by the equations

of motion for the relativistic particle (eq. 2.7). The evolution of the electromagnetic fields is
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governed by Maxwell equations (eq. 2.4, 2.5). The connection between the quasi-particles

and the fields is done via the current density j. It is important to notice that the fields

are determined on the Eulerian grid, whereas the particles move on the Lagrangian grid so

that their coordinates and momenta are continuous. Therefore, every time step one needs

to accommodate the particles on the Eulerian grid for finding the new field values and vice

versa, distribute the fields to the particles to move them. Particle-in-cell method is good

documented - for example in books [92, 93, 94] and papers [95, 96, 97, 98, 99].

2.2.1 Numerical scheme for Maxwell equations

Let us consider a two-dimensional problem, where every quantity depends on the laser

propagation coordinate x and the transverse coordinate y. In the relativistic units the

Maxwell equations read





∂Ex

∂t
=

∂Bz

∂y
− jx

∂Ey

∂t
= −∂Bz

∂x
− jy

∂Ez

∂t
=

(
∂By

∂x
− ∂Bx

∂y

)
− jz

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)





∂Bx

∂t
= −∂Ez

∂y
∂By

∂t
=

∂Ez

∂x
∂Bz

∂t
= −

(
∂Ey

∂x
− ∂Ex

∂y

)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

Without losing generality we can consider only the P-polarization (Ey, Bz, Ex mode).

Following the one-dimensional scheme of Lichters [100] we introduce new functions F+ =

Ey + Bz and F− = Ey −Bz and rewrite Maxwell equation in the following form
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∂Ex

∂t
=

∂(F+ − F−)

2∂y
− jx

(
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x

)
F+ = −jy − ∂Ex

∂y(
∂

∂t
− ∂

∂x

)
F− = −jy +

∂Ex

∂y

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

The numerical scheme for solving these equations was proposed by Y. Sentoku [101]

and reads

E [n+1,i,j]
x = E [n,i,j]

x +

+
∆t

2∆y

(
B[n+1/2,i−1/2,j+1/2]

z −B[n+1/2,i−1/2,j−1/2]
z + B[n+1/2,i+1/2,j+1/2]

z −B[n+1/2,i+1/2,j−1/2]
z

)−

−∆t · j
[n+1/2,i−1/2,j]
x + j

[n+1/2,i+1/2,j]
x

2
(2.18)

F±[n+1/2,i±1/2,j+1/2] = F±[n−1/2,i∓1/2,j+1/2] ± ∆t

∆y

(
E[n,i,j+1]

x − E[n,i,j]
x

)−

−∆t · j
[n−1/2,i,j+1/2]
y + j

[n+1/2,i,j+1/2]
y

2

(2.19)

E [n+1/2,i,j]
x = E[n−1/2,i,j]

x +

+
∆t

2∆y

(
B[n,i−1/2,j+1/2]

z −B[n,i−1/2,j−1/2]
z + B[n,i+1/2,j+1/2]

z −B[n,i+1/2,j−1/2]
z

)−

−∆t · j
[n+1/2,i−1/2,j]
x + j

[n+1/2,i+1/2,j]
x + j

[n−1/2,i−1/2,j]
x + j

[n−1/2,i+1/2,j]
x

4

(2.20)

F±[n+1,i±1/2,j+1/2] = F±[n,i∓1/2,j+1/2] ± ∆t

∆y

(
E[n+1/2,i,j+1]

x − E[n+1/2,i,j]
x

)−

−∆t · j[n+1/2,i,j+1/2]
y

(2.21)
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Figure 2.2: A sketch of the numerical scheme for the Maxwell equations solver.

Here, the superscripts n, i, j denote the time, longitudinal and transverse steps respec-

tively, Bz = 1/2(F+ − F−). The numerical method is schematically shown on fig. 2.2.

In the one-dimensional case this scheme coincides with the scheme by Lichters. The new

functions F+ and F− represent the right and left going waves respectively. By constructing

the functions in such a way we get rid of numerical dispersion on the laser propagation axis

and significantly simplify the longitudinal boundary conditions. For transversal boundaries

the periodic conditions can be used.

2.2.2 Stability and numerical dispersion of the Maxwell equa-

tions solver.

In order to prove the stability of the numerical scheme we do the spectral analysis. One

can put the following solution into eqs. (2.18, 2.19) and omit the currents:

E[n,i,j]
x = ex · λn · eI(kx·i·∆x+ky·j·∆y)

F±[n+1/2,i+1/2,j+1/2] = f± · λn+1/2 · eI(kx·(i+1/2)·∆x+ky ·(j+1/2)·∆y),
(2.22)

where I is the unit imaginary number. After some algebra we get the homogenous

system of linear equations for amplitudes ex, f
+, f− (now i is the unit imaginary number)
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with the following determinant




1− λ iryλ
1/2 cos kx∆x

2
sin ky∆y

2
−iryλ

1/2 cos kx∆x
2

sin ky∆y

2

−ryλ
1/2

(
eiky∆y − 1

)
λe

i(kx∆x+ky∆y)

2 − e
i(−kx∆x+ky∆y)

2 0

ryλ
1/2

(
eiky∆y − 1

)
0 −e

i(kx∆x+ky∆y)

2 + λe
i(−kx∆x+ky∆y)

2




where ry = ∆t
∆y

. In order the homogenous system of equations has a non-trivial solution

its determinant must be zero, thus we get an equation for λ:

(
λ2 − 2λ

(
2 cos2 kx∆x

2

[
1− r2

y sin2 ky∆y

2

]
− 1

)
+ 1

)
(λ− 1) = 0. (2.23)

Solving this equation we obtain

λ = 1

λ = X ±
√

X2 − 1,
(2.24)

where X = 2 cos2 kx∆x
2

(1−r2
y sin2 ky∆y

2
)−1. For ry < 1, |X| < 1, thus the root

√
X2 − 1

is always imaginary and |λ| = 1 for any kx, ky. Therefore we proved that the scheme is

stable when ry < 1.

To study numerical dispersion we put λ = eiω∆t into eq. 2.24

eiω∆t = X + i
√

1−X2 e−iω∆t = X − i
√

1−X2

eiω∆t + e−iω∆t

2
= cos(ω∆t) = X

(2.25)

Thus,

cos2 ω∆t

2
= cos2 kx∆x

2

(
1− r2

y sin2 ky∆y

2

)
(2.26)

Figure 2.3 shows the dependence of numerical speed of light in vacuum (color axis) on

kx∆x and ky∆y for two different values of ry. One can see that the waves propagating

along the x-axis have no numerical dispersion that makes this scheme favorable in the
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Figure 2.3: Dependance of the speed of light in vacuum on kx∆x and ky∆y for the numerical
Maxwell solver according to eq. 2.26 for (a) ry = 0.7 and (b) ry = 0.9.

normal incidence geometry.

Test of the numerical Maxwell solver can be done using the known behavior of the

gaussian beam in vacuum [102]. The beam waist of the gaussian beam is governed by the

formula

ρ(x) = ρ0 ·
√

1 +

(
x− x0

xd

)2

, (2.27)

where ρ0 is the beam waist in the focus, x0 is the position of the focus and xd = πρ2
0

is the diffraction length of the beam. Figure 2.4 shows the results of the propagation of

gaussian beams with ρ0 = 2 (a) and ρ0 = 3 (b) obtained from the numerical simulations

(grayscale image) and from the formula 2.27. The results show good agreement between

simulations and theory.

2.2.3 Numerical scheme for equations of motion.

For the numerical integration of equations of motion the Boris scheme [103] is used (which

is also described by Lichters [100]). First the half-acceleration in electric field only is

applied giving
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Figure 2.4: Propagation of gaussian beams with ρ0 = 2 (a) and ρ0 = 3 (b) in vacuum
according to simulations (grayscale) and the formulas of gaussian optics (dashed lines).

p− = pn−1/2 +
q

2
En∆t.

Then the two-step rotation in magnetic field is done

p′ = p− + p− × t

p+ = p− + p′ × s,

where t = Bq∆t/2γn and s = 2t/(1 + t2). Finally, the new momenta is found from

pn+1/2 = p+ +
q

2
En∆t.

The new particle positions are found by integrating the momenta

rn+1 = rn +
pn+1/2

mγn+1/2
,

where γn+1/2 =
√

1 + (pn+1/2)2.

The motion of a free electron in the plane electromagnetic wave is a well known problem

and has analytical solutions [4, 5]. Thus it can be used for testing of the numerical solver

for equations of motion.
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Figure 2.5: Results of the numerical simulations of the free electron motion in the elec-
tromagnetic pulse with a0 = 0.1 and FWHM-duration of the electric field TFWHM = 5
cycles.
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For the electron initially at rest at x0 irradiated by the linear polarized laser pulse

propagating along the x axis the solutions read

x(ξ) = x0 +
1

2

∫
a2

y(ξ)

γ(ξ)
dξ

t(ξ) = ξ +
1

2

∫
a2

y(ξ)

γ(ξ)
dξ

py(ξ) = ay(ξ)

px(ξ) =
1

2γ(ξ)
a2

y(ξ),

(2.28)

where ay(ξ) - is the vector potential of the electromagnetic waves, px, py - the kinemat-

ical momenta components of the electron. The results of the numerical simulations for the

laser pulse with a0 = 0.1 and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) duration of 5 cycles are

presented on fig. 2.5. In this case the γ - factor in eqns. 2.28 is equal to 1 with high ac-

curacy. Lower-left figure demonstrates the electron drift in the longitudinal direction with

double the laser frequency. Lower-right figure shows the dependance of the y coordinate

(which is simply the integration of py in this case) on time (solid line) as well as the laser

vector potential (dotted line). One can see the phase difference of π/2 as predicted by the

theory.

Upper figures show the evolution of the momenta components px (left) and py (right)

with time obtained from the numerical simulations (solid line) and from eqns. 2.28 (dotted

line). Results of the simulations exhibit good agreement with the analytical solutions.

2.2.4 Current deposition.

By moving, the particles produce currents. As the particle coordinates change continuously

it is important to connect them to the Eulerian grid where the fields are defined. There

are several local numerical current deposition schemes (charge conservation schemes) that

allow to avoid solving the Poisson equation every time step [98, 97]. One of them is called

the zigzag scheme and was proposed by Umeda et al [96].
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Figure 2.6: Current deposition schematics. (a) Particle remains in the same cell; (b),(c)
particle changes the cell in both x and y directions. On sub-figure (b) the particle motion is
assumed to be a straight line and described as the motion of 3 sub-particles, on sub-figure
(c) the particle trajectory is assumed to be a zigzag line and is described by the motion of
2 sub-particles.

The continuity equation in discrete form reads

ρ[n+1,i,j] − ρ[n,i,j]

∆t
+

j
[n+1/2,i+1/2,j]
x − j

[n+1/2,i−1/2,j]
x

∆x
+

j
[n+1/2,i,j+1/2]
y − j

[n+1/2,i,j−1/2]
x

∆y
= 0.

(2.29)

Let’s assume the particle has a rectangular shape and moves from position (x1, y1) to

(x2, y2). Let’s also assume that the point (x1, y1) belongs to the cell with coordinates (i1, j1)

and (x2, y2) belongs to the cell with coordinates (i2, j2). Depending on the end position

of the particle i2 and j2 can be equal to i1 and j1 respectively or be different. Maximum

displacement δ of the particle can not be more than the cell spacings ∆x and ∆y as the

particle can not move faster than with the speed of light in vacuum.

Let’s first discuss the density deposition. As one can see from the schematic drawing

on fig. 2.6a the particle with coordinates (x1, y1) occupies four cells. One can define the

weighting coefficients

W n
x =

x1 − i1∆x

∆x
W n

y =
y1 − j1∆y

∆y
. (2.30)

This coefficients (both less than one) define what part of the particle lies in the certain cell
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in the following way

ρ[n,i1,j1] = q · (1−W n
x )(1−W n

y ) ρ[n,i1+1,j1] = q ·W n
x (1−W n

y )

ρ[n,i1,j1+1] = q · (1−W n
x )W n

y ρ[n,i1+1,j1+1] = q ·W n
x W n

y .
(2.31)

Let’s now discuss the current deposition. The simplest case - when the particle remains

in the same cell while moving, is schematically shown on fig. 2.6a. The current is assigned

to four points: jx is assigned to points (i1 + 1/2, j1) and (i1 + 1/2, j1 + 1/2) and jy is

assigned to (i1, j1 +1/2) and (i1 +1, j1 +1/2). The total current density in both directions

is given by

Fx = qvx = q
x2 − x1

∆t
Fy = qvy = q

y2 − y1

∆t
(2.32)

and the weighting is done at the time step n + 1/2 - the moment when the particle was in

the middle of its trajectory, thus

Wx =
x1 + x2

2∆x
− i1 Wy =

y1 + y2

2∆y
− j1. (2.33)

The current density is then deposited on the grid in the following way

j[n+1/2,i1+1/2,j1]
x = qFx(1−Wy) j[n+1/2,i1+1/2,j1+1]

x = qFxWy

j[n+1/2,i1,j1+1/2]
y = qFy(1−Wx) j[n+1/2,i1+1,j1+1/2]

x = qFyWx.
(2.34)

When the particle moves across the cell walls, the situation becomes a bit more com-

plicated, but its trajectory can be viewed as a motion of several particles. In the method

proposed by Villasenor and Buneman [98] the particle trajectory is always assumed to be

a straight line. For example on fig. 2.6b the particle motion is described as motion of three

sub-particles, each moving along the straight line with start and end coordinates located

within the same cell. This algorithm has a major drawback as it uses the conditional

operators in its implementation, which generally take a lot of computational time.

Umeda et al. suggested that the particle trajectory ”needs not to be a straight” line

and developed a new charge-conservation scheme called the zigzag method [96]. The idea
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behind this method is to separate the motion into the motion of two sub-particles, one

moving from the start to the intermediate point (the relay point) and the other moving

from the relay point to the end position (see fig. 2.6c).

Let’s consider the case when the particle changes the cell in both x and y directions.

Other variants are done in analogy. As shown on fig. 2.6c we split the trajectory of one

particle into the motion of two sub-particles, one moving from (x1, y1) to a relay point

((i1 + 1)∆x, (j1 + 1)∆y), and another one from the relay point to (x2, y2). The particle

trajectory becomes a zigzag-line. For each of the sub-particles we can now repeat the simple

procedure of eq. 2.34. This current deposition scheme is much easier in implementation

than the Villasenor and Buneman scheme and allows to avoid the conditional operators.

All four cases can be united by defining the relay point for each case. For example, in

one-dimensional case, the relay point xr is given by

xr =





x1+x2

2
if the particle remains in the same cell

max(i1∆x, i2∆x) otherwise,

so the relay point is located either in the middle of the straight-line trajectory if the

particle remains in the same cell, or in one of the grid points i1∆x or i2∆x depending on

the direction of particle motion.

In two-dimensional case Umeda et al show that the relay point can be defined analo-

gously to the one-dimensional case without the conditional operators:

xr = min

[
min(i1∆x, i2∆x) + ∆x, max

(
max(i1∆x, i2∆x),

x1 + x2

2

)]

yr = min

[
min(i1∆y, i2∆y) + ∆y, max

(
max(i1∆y, i2∆y),

y1 + y2

2

)]
.

The current density is then decomposed into

Fx1 = q
xr − x1

∆t
, Fy1 = q

yr − y1

∆t

Fx2 = q
x2 − xr

∆t
, Fy1 = q

y2 − yr

∆t
.
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Figure 2.7: The routine of one time step in the particle-in-cell code.

Combined with the linear weighting coefficients

Wx1 =
x1 + xr

2∆x
− i1, Wy1 =

y1 + yr

2∆y
− j1

Wx2 =
xr + x2

2∆x
− i2, Wy2 =

yr + y2

2∆y
− j2.

the currents at 8 grid points can be obtained from

j[i1+1/2,j1]
x = Fx1(1−Wy1), j[i1+1/2,j1+1]

x = Fx1Wy1

j[i2+1/2,j2]
x = Fx2(1−Wy2), j[i2+1/2,j2+1]

x = Fx2Wy2

j[i1,j1+1/2]
y = Fy1(1−Wx1), j[i1+1,j1+1/2]

y = Fy1Wx1

j[i2,j2+1/2]
y = Fy2(1−Wx2), j[i2+1,j2+1/2]

y = Fy2Wx2 .

By obtaining the currents one time step ends and the next one starts again with solving

the Maxwell equations using new currents values. Thus one time-cycle of the particle-in-cell

method can be schematically drawn as on fig. 2.7.

2.2.5 Decay of the electromagnetic wave in the skin layer of the

overdense plasma.

For testing the operation of all four routines of the PIC code one can use the known law

of decay of electromagnetic waves in the overdense plasmas. In the case of non-collisional
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Figure 2.8: Results of the numerical simulations showing the decay of the electromagnetic
field with a0 = 0.1 inside the overdense plasma with density n = 4. Dashed line outlines
the vacuum-plasma interface, solid line shows the electric field of the incoming (from left
to right) laser pulse and red circles are obtained from eq. 2.35.

plasma its dielectric permeability is in simple case given by

ε(ω) = 1− n

ncr

= 1− ω2
p

ω2
,

where n is the plasma density and ncr is the critical density (the density for which the

plasma frequency ωp =
√

n is equal to the electromagnetic wave frequency). This de-

pendance of permeability on frequency ω leads to the well-known exponential decay for

ω < ωp

Ey(t, x) = A · eiωt · e− x
ls , (2.35)

where ls = 1/ωp = 1/
√

n is the skin depth.

The comparison of the PIC simulation resuls (solid line) with the formula 2.35 (red

circles) is shown on fig. 2.8. It exhibits good agreement.

2.3 Summary of the chapter

In this chapter the main equations and methods of numerical simulationts are described.

According to the numerical schemes described above the numerical code PICWIG was
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written that allows to simulate the interaction of intense laser pulses with collisionless

fully-ionized plasma in 1D and 2D geometries. All the simulation results presented in this

thesis were obtained using this code.



Chapter 3

Generation of high-order harmonics

on the plasma-vacuum boundary.

3.1 Oscillating Mirror (OM) harmonics

3.1.1 One-particle mirror model

Albert Einstein [104] showed that the reflection of electromagnetic wave from a moving

mirror results in a frequency shift of (1 + β)/(1 − β) with β the speed of the mirror. If

the mirror moves periodically, for example with the period of the incoming wave, than

constructive and destructive interference would lead to the appearance of the spectrum

exhibiting harmonics of the fundamental wave frequency. This scenario is happening when

a relativistically strong laser pulse is incident onto the overdense plasma surface, where

surface oscillations arise as a result of the interplay between laser pressure and the restoring

force from the ions. This simple concept of oscillating surface was proposed by Bulanov et

al [31] and became a working horse in explanation of the phenomena. It was later followed

by the detailed discussions by Lichters et al [105], Tsakiris et al [106], Gordienko et al [107]

and Baeva et al [108].

In order to understand the basic properties of the surface motion one can use the

simple one dimensional one particle model, which describes the longitudinal motion of the
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Figure 3.1: One-particle plasma surface model schematics showing the plasma-vacuum
interface. The laser pulse is normally incident from the left side, part of it is reflected and
part of it decays in the skin-layer of the target. Separation of the electrons from the ions
results in longitudinal electrostatic field proportional to the separation length d.

incompressible electron layer relative to the immobile ion layer under the influence of the

linearly polarized laser pulse incident normally. From the Poisson equation it is easy to

find that the charge-separation potential is proportional to x2, where x - is the electron

layer displacement. The Lagrangian of such a system in relativistic units reads

L(t, x, βx, βy) = −
√

1− β2 − ay(t, x) · βy − 0.5 · n · x2, (3.1)

where ay(t, x) is the driving vector potential and n is the plasma density which de-

fines the restoring force. Similar models were used by Zaretsky et al [109] for studies of

Landau damping in thin foils and by Mulser et al [110] for studies of the laser absorption

mechanisms.

First we note that Lagrangian (3.1) does not depend on the transverse coordinate y

thus leading to the momentum conservation

py = ay(t, x). (3.2)

Using the Euler-Lagrange equation one can obtain the equation of motion

dpx

dt
= −βy

∂ay

∂x
− nx. (3.3)
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Using the equation for energy variation

dγ

dt
= βy

∂ay

∂t
− βxnx,

and the connection βx,y = px,y/γ, left part of eq. (3.3) can be rewritten in the following

form
dpx

dt
=

d(γβx)

dt
= γ

dβx

dt
+ βx

dγ

dt
=

= γ
dβx

dt
+ βx

(
βy

∂ay

∂t
− βxnx

)
= γ

dβx

dt
+

βx

2γ

∂a2
y

∂t
− β2

xnx.

Thus, eq. (3.3) after transformations reads

dβx

dt
= − 1

2γ2

(
∂a2

y

∂x
+ βx

∂a2
y

∂t

)
− nx

γ
(1− β2

x) (3.4)

Representing the gamma-factor in the form γ =
(
1 + a2

y

)
/ (1− β2

x), we get an equation

for coordinate x

ẍ = − 1− ẋ2

2(1 + a2
y)

(
∂a2

y

∂x
+ ẋ

∂a2
y

∂t

)
− nx(1− ẋ2)3/2

√
1 + a2

y

(3.5)

with initial conditions

x(0) = 0

βx(0) = 0.
(3.6)

In equation 3.5 ay is the driving vector potential which is the result of the interference

between the incoming and reflected light. In the following we assume that plasma surface

possesses 100 percent reflectivity.

If one takes the incoming vector potential ai
y(t, x) in the form ai

y(t, x) = −Ei ·sin(t−x),

then electric and magnetic fields are given by expressions

Ey,inc = Ei · cos(t− x)

Bz,inc = Ei · cos(t− x).
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For the reflected light one can write

Ey,refl = Er · cos(t + x + φr)

Bz,refl = −Er · cos(t + x + φr),
(3.7)

and for transmitted light

Ey,trans = Et · cos(t + φt) · e−
x−xp

ls

Bz,trans =
Et

ls
· sin(t + φt) · e−

x−xp
ls ,

where ls = 1/ωp = 1/
√

n - is the depth of the skin-layer, ωp > 1 is the plasma frequency.

As the boundary condition one can use the continuity of the electromagnetic fields on the

plasma-vacuum boundary (x = xp):

Ei · cos(t− xp) + Er · cos(t + xp + φr) = Et · cos(t + φt)

Ei · cos(t− xp)− Er · cos(t + xp + φr) =
Et

ls
· sin(t + φt)

Using the formulae of trigonometry one gets the following values for amplitudes and

phases

Ei = Er

Et =
2Ei√
1 + ω2

p

φt = α− xp

φr = 2(α− xp),

where α = arctan(ωp).

Formally, in the relativistic case we are not allowed to use the simple expression for the

skin-depth ls = 1/ωp and have to take into account the relativistic corrections. However,

from the expression for Et we see that the plasma screens the incoming field and the

amplitude of the field on the surface is ωp times lower than the amplitude of the incoming
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light. Thus the linear expression for the skin-depth can be used when a0 < ωp. When the

amplitude a0 exceeds ωp, the relativistic correction to the skin-depth can be made taking

into account the change of the electron energy

ωp =

√
n√

mγ
=

√
n√
γ

ls =

√
γ

n

γ ≈
√

1 + E2
t

(3.8)

The field on the plasma surface is the result of the interference of the incoming and

reflected light

Edr = Erefl + Einc = Ei · cos(t− xp) + Ei · cos(t− xp + 2α) =

= 2Ei · cos(t− xp + α) cos α

Bdr = Brefl + Binc = Ei · cos(t− xp)− Ei · cos(t− xp + 2α) =

= 2Ei · sin(t− xp + α) sin α,

(3.9)

thus

Edr =
2Ei√
1 + ω2

p

cos(t− xp + α)

Bdr =
2ωpEi√
1 + ω2

p

sin(t− xp + α)

(3.10)

Vector potential inside plasma (for x > xp) can be written in the following form

atrans = − 2Ei√
1 + ω2

p

sin(t− xp + α) · e−ωp(x−xp) (3.11)

Vector potential driving the surface can be obtained from eq. 3.11 by putting x = xp.

Using the trigonometry formulae eq. (3.5) can be rewritten in the form

ẍ = (1− ẋ2) · Fdr − nx(1− ẋ2)3/2 · Fr (3.12)

where Fdr = (2E2
i ωp [1− cos (2(t− xp + α)− θ)]) /

[
(1 + a2

dr)(1 + ω2
p)

]
, and Fr = 1/

√
1 + a2

dr.
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When ẋ ¿ 1 this equation allows the analytical solution. In this case eq. (3.12) reads

ẍ + nx =
2E2

i ωp

1 + ω2
p

(1− cos 2τ), (3.13)

where τ = t− xp + α. From this equation the amplitude of the longitudinal oscillations X

for small a0 can be easily obtained

X =
2E2

i

√
n

(1 + n)(n− 4)
+

2E2
i

√
n

n(n + 1)
≈ 2E2

i n
−3/2. (3.14)

In the case when n = 4 formally we can not write the solution in this form, but after

taking into account dissipation in some form we can see the well-known two photon plasma

resonance [55]. Amplitude of the transverse oscillations Y in the case of small a0 is easy

to find from the equation ẏ = ay:

Y =
2Ei√
1 + ω2

p

≈ 2Ein
−1/2 (3.15)

In the general case eq. 3.12 requires a numerical solution. Results of the model calcu-

lations are presented on fig. 3.2. Trajectory of the electron during the interaction with the

laser pulse with amplitude a0 = 10 (corresponding to the intensity of 1.37 ·1020 W/cm2 for

the laser with the wavelength λL = 1 µm), with a gaussian envelope and a 4-cycles FWHM

duration is shown on fig. 3.2a. Plasma density is ne = 400. Fig. 3.2b shows the transverse

coordinate ye as a function of time t. On fig. 3.2c the solid line shows the longitudinal

coordinate xe (horizontal axis) as a function of time t (vertical axis).

Dependance of the amplitude of the longitudinal X and transverse Y electron motion

on the laser pulse amplitude a0 for plasma density ne = 400 are shown on fig. 3.3. On both

figures the diamonds represent the result of numerical solutions of the model equations

and dashed lines represent low a0 asymptotic solutions (eqns. 3.14 and 3.15). On fig. 3.3a

the circles show the results of the model with the relativistic skin-layer corrections taken

into account. The simple estimates of eqns. 3.14 and 3.15 work well until the value of

approximately a0 = ωp/2. After that the relativistic corrections to the skin depth and
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Figure 3.2: Electron motion obtained using the single particle model for laser pulse with
a0 = 10 with 4 cycles FWHM-duration and ne = 400. Electron is initially located at
xe = ye = 0. Subfigure (a) shows the electron trajectory, subfigure (b) demonstrates the
behaviour of the transverse coordinate ye in time, on subfigure (c) the dashed line represents
the longitudinal coordinate xe of the electron (vertical axis) versus time (horizontal axis)
obtained from the model, the color coded image displays the spatio-temporal picture of the
electron density obtained from 1D-PIC simulations with same laser and plasma parameters.

electron longitudinal motion become important.

In order to check the validity of the afore-described model we have conducted a series

of 1D PIC simulations. The code described in Chapter 2 allows the simulation of the

interaction of the intense laser pulses with pre-ionized non-collisional plasma. The density

in the simulations is n = 400, step-like vacuum-plasma interface is assumed, the ions are

immobile. Throughout the thesis we use FWHM of the electric field as the definition of the

laser pulse duration and use pulses with an electric field that has a Gaussian envelope func-

tion. The results are presented on fig. 3.2 and fig. 3.3. The color-coded image on fig. 3.2c

presents the spatio-temporal picture of the electron density obtained from simulations with

the same laser and plasma parameters as in the model (solid-line). One can see that the

model is in perfect agreement with the PIC simulations. Fig. 3.3a,b show the amplitude

of electron longitudinal X and transverse Y oscillations respectively as a function of a0
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Figure 3.3: Amplitudes of longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) oscillations as functions of
laser amplitude a0. On both subfigures diamonds represent the numerical solutions of
the model equations, squares represent the results of the PIC simulations, dashed lines
- the results of the analytical solutions of the model equations for low a0. On subfigure
(a) the circles are obtained from numerical solutions of the model equations including the
relativistic corrections to the skin-depth, solid line represents the capacitor model. Plasma
density is n = 400.

Figure 3.4: Schematics of the capacitor model.

obtained from PIC simulations (squares). The fact that the simulation results lie on the

curve obtained from the model and as longitudinal motion is directly correlated to the

transverse motion allows us to claim that the model works well and gives correct results

for both longitudinal and transverse coordinates. Latter are hard to obtain from 1D PIC

simulations as the particles leave the interaction region and are very intricate to trace.

It is interesting that the amplitude of the longitudinal oscillations X can be found from

a different point of view - using the balance of the longitudinal charge-separation field and

laser pressure. Laser pressure leads to the displacement and compression of the electron
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layer inside the target to the depth d (see fig. 3.4). The density of the compressed electron

layer is denoted as ncompressed, the characteristic size of the compressed layer is equal to

the skin depth ls. Writing down the condition of plasma neutrality we get

ncompressed · ls = n0 · (d + ls). (3.16)

Electrostatic field that arises when the electron layer is displaced by the length d is

given by Ees = n0 ·d, where n0 is initial plasma density. Writing down the balance between

laser pressure and electrostatic pressure we obtain

ncompressed · ls · n0 · d
2

= (1 + R)E2
0 ≈ 2E2

0 , (3.17)

where R is the reflection coefficient which is assumed to be unity. Using eq. 3.16 we get

the following equation for displacement d:

d2 + ls · d− 4E2
0

n2
0

= 0, (3.18)

with the solution in the following form

d = − 1

2
√

n0

+
1

2

√
1

n0

+
16E2

0

n2
0

. (3.19)

Amplitude of longitudinal surface oscillation obtained from this (capacitor) model is

shown on fig. 3.3a with a solid line. The results of PIC simulations, the simple mirror

model and the capacitor model are in perfect agreement. Capacitor model is later used in

this thesis for studies of the ion acceleration process.

3.1.2 Emission of harmonic spectrum.

The simple one particle model described above allows to understand the generation of

high-order harmonics from both macroscopic and microscopic points of view.
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Taking into consideration only the longitudinal motion of the surface and applying the

boundary conditions for reflected light from eq. 3.7 one gets for reflected electric field

Erefl = Ei · cos(t− x(t′) + 2α), (3.20)

where t′ = t + x(t′) is the ”meeting” time of the wave and the electron. Presence of

the nonlinear term x(t′) inside the cosine function makes the right part of this equation

nonlinear and exhibits harmonic spectra if x(t′) is periodic. For the spectrum of the

reflected light one can write

E(q) =
Ei

2
√

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ei(t−x(t′)+2α−qt)dt + c.c. (3.21)

The behavior of this integral for high frequencies q À 1 and high mirror velocities (ap-

proaching the speed of light) does not depend on the exact mirror motion function x(t′)

and can be found using the standard asymptotic methods [111]. Gordienko et al [107]

and later Baeva et al [108] showed that the spectrum is universal and exhibits a certain

frequency dependance - it decays proportionally to q−5/2 or q−8/3. Moreover, the spectrum

extends up to a certain cut-off frequency ωco that is proportional to the γ3, where γ is the

relativistic gamma-factor of the mirror, followed by the exponential roll-off. The integral

in eq. 3.21 can also be taken numerically assuming the mirror motion function x(t′) in

some form as shown in the paper by Tsakiris et al [106]. It shows the same frequency de-

pendance and the cut-off frequency. As the moments when the surface moves towards the

laser and has the highest longitudinal velocity are strongly localized in time, the Doppler

shift produces a flash of harmonics with the attosecond duration [106].

Another way of looking at the emission of harmonics is from a more microscopic point of

view. Although the model described above deals with the incompressible electron layer and

not with the individual microscopical electron, we can assume that all the electrons within

the skin layer are doing the same arc-like trajectories. Given the trajectory of the electron

one can find the radiation it produces with the help of Lienard-Wiechert potentials [4].

Electric field is given by the following expression
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E(xd, t) = −
[
(n− β)(1− β2)

κ3R2

]

ret

−
[ n

κ3R
× ((n− β)×w)

]
ret

, (3.22)

where xd - is the position of the detector, n = R/R, where R is the radius vector pointing

from the detector to the particle, β and w are the electron velocity and acceleration

respectively and κ = 1− nβ. The quantities in square brackets are taken in the retarded

time. For large distances we can neglect the first term in the right part of eq. 3.22 as it

scales with R2 and is not responsible for the generation of electromagnetic waves [4]. As

for the second part, we have to remember that the surface in 1D case is infinite in the

transverse direction, so we only look at the transverse electric field component Ey and

put a detector at position with yd = 0 (the electron is supposed to be initially at rest at

x = 0, y = 0). For R À 1 one can set nx = 1 and ny = 0 and write for Ey(xd, t)

Ey(xd, t) = E0 · [wy · (1− βx) + wx · βy]ret , (3.23)

where E0 ≈ 1/κ3R. All functions on the right side of the equation are nonlinear as they

depend on t′ = t + x(t′). This leads to emission of harmonic spectrum. For example, for

non-relativistic mirror motion case wy is the analogue to the electric field on the surface

(wy = ṗy = ȧy) and has the same form as in eq. 3.20.

Equation 3.23 can be solved numerically for arbitrary electron trajectories. As a test

one can numerically solve eq. 3.23 for an electron oscillating with a certain frequency only

in transverse direction y and assure the well-known cos2(θ) law for angular distribution [4].

Figure 3.5a shows the results of the numerical solution of eq. 3.23 (circles) compared with

the cos2(θ) formula (solid line) and exhibits perfect agreement. The dipole oscillating in

transverse direction with fundamental frequency radiates at the same frequency. As the

electron starts slightly wiggling in the longitudinal direction the radiation exhibits a broad

spectrum. From fig. 3.2c one can see that the electron amplitude in longitudinal direction

is not high and so is the amplitude of the longitudinal velocity. Nevertheless, the nonlinear-

ity due to the longitudinal motion is enough to produce the harmonic spectrum, although

not at the highest efficiency compared to the case of relativistically moving mirror [108].
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Figure 3.5: a) Angular distribution of the intensity of emitted light for the case of dipole
oscillating in y direction. Dots represent the results of calculations using Lienard-Wiechert
formula and the straight line is the predictions of the theory. b) Spectrum emitted by the
particle moving with the trajectory same as on fig. 3.2a. c) Results of filtering (from 9th
to 19th harmonics) of the light emitted by the particle.

Fig. 3.5b demonstrates the spectrum radiated by the electron moving with the same tra-

jectory as on fig. 3.2a and exhibits only odd harmonics of fundamental frequency as the

periodicity of the longitudinal oscillations is double the fundamental frequency. Detector is

placed far on the left from the initial electron position. Fig. 3.5c demonstrates the results

of the filtering of harmonics from 9th to 19th. A train of attosecond pulses is clearly visible.

One can put a detector also to the far right from the electron and observe approximately

the same picture. This explains the harmonic emission from the rear side of the foils.

In the simple model the plasma is not present and the rear side spectrum exhibits all

odd harmonics from fundamental up to the highest. In reality plasma would filter out

all harmonics below the plasma frequency - this is in perfect agreement with the PIC

simulations.

3.2 Summary of the chapter.

In this chapter the simple one-particle model is presented. This model is very intuitive and

allows to understand the basic properties of the dynamics of the reflecting surface during

the interaction with intense laser pulse. A series of PIC simulations exhibit good agreement

with the model calculations. It is shown that for the case of normal incidence of the laser
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pulse the term relativistic interaction is very relative and depends on the intensity of the

pulse as well as density of the target. A plasma with higher density effectively screens the

incoming laser pulse. The emission of harmonic spectrum happens due to the nonlinear

and periodic term and can be understood from both macroscopic and microscopic points

of view.
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Chapter 4

Controlling the temporal structure of

harmonic beam.

The most straightforward way of generating the attosecond pulses is by slicing a part of

the reflected spectrum by a bandpass filter that suppresses the fundamental and low lying

harmonics. If the driving pulse is a many-cycle laser pulse (consisting of several periods

of the 2.63 fs period for a commonly used Ti:sapphire laser systems), the plasma mirror

executes accordingly also oscillations and the process is repetitive. This gives rise to a

discrete spectrum within the filtered part, which in the time domain corresponds to a

train of attosecond pulses. For many applications a single attosecond pulse is desirable

[49]. The simple mirror model concept gives two possibilities for pursuing this goal. Both

methods rely on reducing the number of surface oscillations during interaction. The most

straightforward idea is to use laser pulses that have the duration of only few cycles (ideally

only one cycle) - thus during the interaction the surface oscillates only few times and

single attosecond pulse can be extracted. This method is called intensity gating and was

theoretically studied, for example, in the paper by Tsakiris et al [106]. Let us briefly

discuss this method.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Instantaneous intensity of 2-cycle cosine (a) and sine (b) pulses.

4.1 Intensity gating

In the intensity gating technique in order to properly extract a single attosecond pulse

from the harmonics generated on the surface it is important to control the carrier-envelope

phase (CEP) of the incoming pulse. This becomes obvious from a schematic drawing on

fig. 4.1 where the instantaneous intensity of cosine (a) and sine (b) pulses is presented. For

cosine pulse it is possible to gate only one peak, whereas the sine pulse always has two

peaks in intensity.

From eq. 3.9 electric field driving the surface is given by

Edr(t) = E0,dr · cos(t + α + φ0), (4.1)

where E0,dr - is the amplitude, α = arctan(ωp) and φ0 is the CE-phase. Let’s fix the

plasma density n to 81 times overcritical. Plasma frequency ωp is then equal to 9 and

α = 1.46 ≈ π/2, which means that it is not optimal to shoot cosine pulse initially, but

rather a pulse with phase φ0 = −α. Spectrum of the 2-cycle pulse with amplitude a0 = 20,

reflected from the plasma with density n = 81 is shown on fig. 4.2a. When initial CE-phase

φ0 was set to 0 corresponding to the cosine-pulse, filtering of the reflected light from 30th

to 100th harmonic resulted in a train of 2 attosecond pulses (fig. 4.2b). In the optimal case

when the CE-phase was set to compensate α the filtering resulted in the single attosecond
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Figure 4.2: a) Spectrum of the reflected light for laser pulse with a0 = 20, 2-cycle duration,
density of the target is n = 81. b) Filtered light (from 30th to 100th harmonic) for the
case when initial phase of the laser pulse was φ0 = 0. c) Same as on b) but φ0 = −α.

pulse with strongly suppressed satellites as shown on fig. 4.2c. It is important to notice

that α depends on the density of the target and changes from α = π/4 for the target with

n = 1 to α → π/2 for n → ∞. Thus, the known dependance of the coefficient α can be

used for optimization of experiments.

4.2 Polarization gating

4.2.1 Dynamics of the reflecting surface under the influence of

light with different polarization.

Another approach for generation of single attosecond pulses is to use many-cycle pulses

and incorporate a time varying switch or gate that allows harmonics emission only during

a very short time interval. A possible switch is based on the dependence of the harmonics

efficiency on the polarization state of the driving pulse. In both cases, since the driving

pulse or the gate can be reduced to a 2-3 periods only, the positioning of the carrier

frequency field under the envelope of the pulse and therefore the carrier-envelope phase

(CEP) stabilization plays an important role.

As shown in previous section, it is possible to generate single attosecond pulses with

the help of intense few-cycle laser pulses. However, the laser systems with the required

specifications are still under development, and more time is needed to make them fully
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operational [112]. Most of the high power (10-100 TW) laser systems currently in operation

in several laboratories deliver pulses with a duration of τL ' 50 fs. For these systems, the

technique known for almost 10 years in connection with harmonics generation from atomic

media - polarization gating [113, 114, 115] appears to be apropos. In this technique, the

laser pulse is appropriately manipulated so that rapid switching between circular and linear

polarizations within the same pulse occurs for a very short time interval thus creating a

gate that temporally confines the harmonics generation process. The same technique is in

principle applicable to harmonics from solid targets [116]. The aim of the present work

is to study in detail the conditions under which the specific polarization gating technique

used in gas harmonics can effectively be applied to surface harmonics. The study of the

dependence of harmonics generation efficiency on the ellipticity of the laser pulse for both

normal and oblique incidence allows us to estimate the parameters under which the gate

would effectively confine the emission in only one attosecond pulse.

The basic idea behind the oscillating mirror model is that the electrons at the plasma

vacuum interface execute forced oscillations near the edge of an immobile step-like ion

background. For near-normal incidence, the oscillations are driven by the light pressure

force Fp of the incident laser pulse arising from v×B term of the Lorenz force. In the case

of linear polarization of the incident pulse, this force varies as Fp ∼ a2
L(t) · [1 + sin(2ωL ·

t)], where a2
L(t) = IL(t) · λ2

L/(1.37 × 1018Wµm2/cm2) is the normalized vector potential

envelope. Charge separation and induced electrostatic fields give rise to a restoring force

and thus to surface oscillations. Due to the relativistic Doppler shift, light reflected from

such an oscillating mirror consists of a broad harmonics spectrum. Moreover, the harmonics

are generated only during the short time when the mirror moves towards the laser pulse,

which results in their phase-locking and attosecond duration. In the case of the circularly

polarized pulse the force due to light pressure is of the form Fp ∼ a2
L(t) and thus it exhibits

no fast oscillations. The slowly-varying laser pressure following the envelope of the laser

pulse pushes the electrons against the restoring force due to charge separation creating

only a dent in the electron cloud. The absence of surface oscillations means also absence

of harmonics emission. These basic assumptions of the oscillating mirror model are clearly
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Figure 4.3: Plasma surface motion (vertical axis represents the time and horizontal axis the
space coordinate both in arbitrary units) under the influence of linearly (a), circularly (b),
and (c) gated pulses. In the case of linear polarization (a) surface oscillations (red color)
are clearly seen. The generated train of attosecond pulses propagating with the speed of
light are shown in yellow color. Circular polarization (b) exhibits no oscillations and as
a consequence no harmonics are generated. In the case of a polarization gated pulse (c)
the surface oscillations are highly suppressed during the time of circular polarization and
only few of them survive. One clearly sees that only one attosecond pulse is generated.
The simulation parameters are: aL = 10 (IL = 100Irel ≈ 2.0 · 1020 W/cm2, λL = 0.8 µm),
τL = 5 cycles (15 fs), ne = 40ncr, normal incidence.

supported by the 1D-PIC simulations shown in fig. 4.3, where the motion of the surface

under the influence of linearly and circularly polarized light has been calculated.

Now as the basic features of the plasma-vacuum interface motion and the accompa-

nying harmonics generation have been described, the idea of polarization gating becomes

straightforward. When the polarization over the pulse duration rapidly evolves from cir-

cular to linear and back to circular then the harmonics will be generated only during the

linear period, and the shorter it is - the less attosecond pulses will be generated. It is even

possible to gate only one attosecond pulse.

The polarization gating technique was first proposed by Corkum et al. [113] along

with a technique of using two pulses with slightly different frequencies to generate the

polarization gate. Platonenko and Strelkov [114] proposed to use only linear optics to

construct a gate, and this idea was experimentally realized by Tscherbakoff et al. [115].

The shortest attosecond pulses from atomic medium (130 attoseconds) were produced using

this technique by Sansone et al. [117]. The polarization gating technique was also discussed
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Dt=L(1/v -1/v )e oL
45°

Optical axis Optical axis

Quartz plate l/4 plate

Figure 4.4: A technique for generating a pulse with time-varying ellipticity. The first
crystal plate (the optical axis is set to 45 degrees with respect to the initial polarization)
splits linearly polarized pulse into two delayed pulses linearly polarized in two mutually
perpendicular planes. The thickness of the plate is chosen in a such a way as to dephase
the two pulses proportionally to (2n + 1) · π/2 (n is a natural number) so that the plate
serves as the multiple order quarter wavelength plate (∆t = L(1/ve − 1/vo), where L is
the thickness of the plate, ve and vo are the velocities of extraordinary and ordinary com-
ponents, respectively). The field after the first plate is linearly polarized in the beginning
and in the end and has circular polarization in the middle. The second plate (the optical
axis is set 45 degrees with both components) serves as a 0-order quarter wavelength plate
and transforms linear polarization into circular and vice versa.

for the surface harmonics [116]. In view of forthcoming experiments, we restrict ourselves

to studying the experimentally most common technique based on two crystal plates (see

Figure 4.4) and we investigate the details associated with the application of this technique

to the surface harmonics.

4.2.2 Dependance of harmonics generation efficiency on elliptic-

ity

The study of the behavior of harmonics generation efficiency as a function of ellipticity ε

of the incident pulse allows us to define the gating time. We call gating time - the time

interval when the efficiency of a certain range of harmonics lies above the value of 0.1 of

its maximum. The ellipticity corresponding to this harmonic efficiency is the threshold

ellipticity ε0.

As it was already mentioned, the harmonics generation becomes less efficient as the
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amplitude of the linearly polarized part decreases with the growth of ellipticity. In order

to determine the threshold ellipticity ε0 one has to calculate the harmonic efficiency (for a

single harmonic or a range of harmonics) as a function of ellipticity. The efficiency within

the spectral range between the nth
1 and nth

2 harmonics is given by:

ηn1,n2 =

∫ n2

n1
|Erefl(n)|2dn∫∞

0
|Erefl(n)|2dn

(4.2)

where |Erefl(n)|2 is the reflected spectrum and
∫∞

0
|Erefl(n)|2dn is approximately the in-

cident pulse energy. Figure 4.5 shows the results of the PIC simulations for the efficiency

as given by Equation 4.2 as a function of ellipticity of the incident pulse in the range from

10th to 20th harmonics for aL = 10 and in the range from 20th to 100th harmonics for

aL = 20. From Figure 4.5 one can see that the harmonics lose 90% of efficiency near the

value of threshold ellipticity ε0 = 0.4 for aL = 10 and ε0 = 0.2 for aL = 20, respectively. We

performed several PIC simulations showing that the value of ellipticity at which the har-

monic efficiency is reduced by 90% slightly changes with the parameters of the laser pulse,

plasma density, and the harmonics range, but we find the value of threshold ellipticity

ε0 = 0.4 to be an adequate estimate for effective gating.

For the polarization gating scheme shown on Figure 4.4, the evolution of ellipticity with

time is given by:

ε(t) = exp

(
−4 ln 2 · |(t−∆)2 − t2|

τ 2
L

)
(4.3)

where ∆ is the delay between two mutually perpendicular field components produced by

the first plate (see Figure 4.4). Given the value of the threshold ellipticity ε0, the width of

the ellipticity curve (the gating time) is given by:

δgating =
| ln(1− ε0)|

4 ln 2
· τ 2

L

∆
(4.4)

For a threshold ellipticity value of 0.4 the formula (4.4) yields:
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squares and blue dashed curve). The points are the results of the PIC simulations, while
the curves are fits to guide the eye.

δgating =
0.2τ 2

L

∆
(4.5)

In order to keep the gating time constant (5 fs) when increasing the pulse duration, one

has to increase the delay produced by the first plate according to (4.5) (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.6 also shows the amplitude of the electric field in the region of linear polarization

(blue color). As one can see the delay needed for a 5 fs gating time increases with increase

of laser pulse duration, and the amplitude decreases dramatically. This is also depicted in

Figure 4.6 where the normalized field amplitude for the two perpendicular components is

shown for three selected pulse durations. We estimate that the maximum reasonable pulse

duration for polarization gating using 2 plates is about 50 fs. For longer pulses, there is

at least a loss of 1 order of magnitude in the region of linear polarization and the energy

waste makes this scheme inefficient. Such a limitation, however, can be overcome by using

a different polarization gating scheme, for example one based on the double Michelson

interferometer [118, 119].
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selected pulse durations, the amplitude of the two field components are shown along with
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4.2.3 Results of the simulations of the polarization gating

The results of the simulations are summarized in Figure 4.7. The initial pulse duration is 7

cycles (19 fs) and the delay (15 fs) is chosen in a way to keep the gating time approximately

equal to 5 fs. One clearly sees the train of attosecond pulses generated in the case of the

linearly polarized laser pulse, whereas, in the case of the pulses with polarization gating,

practically all the attosecond pulses but one are suppressed and thus the polarization

gating effectively works as a 2-cycle laser pulse. The surface motion in this case is shown

in Figure 4.3c. The wavelet analysis [120] depicted in Figure 4.7 shows also that the use of

higher-frequency filtering allows to generate single attosecond pulse with better contrast

by more effectively suppressing the satellites. As it was mentioned above, the harmonics

are phase-locked due to the mechanism of generation, and owing to the repetitiveness of

the process they give rise to a train of attosecond pulses. When polarization gating is

applied, one should be able to see its effect on the spectrum of the reflected light. If a

single attosecond pulse is thus produced, the discrete spectrum should turn to continuous.

But even if few attosecond pulses are captured by the gate, a broadening of the individual

harmonics should be visible. Figure 4.7 depicts this difference in the spectrum for linear

polarization and polarization gating. One can clearly see the broadening of the individual

harmonics.

4.2.4 Dependence of harmonics generation efficiency on the an-

gle of incidence

All the results described above are obtained for the case of normal incidence of the laser

pulse. However in experiments for practical reasons, e.g., to avoid back reflection into the

laser chain or to provide access to diagnostic instruments, the angle of incidence with re-

spect to the target normal should differ from zero. The question arises whether polarization

gating works as well for oblique incidence. It is well known that even circularly polarized

light generates harmonics when incident obliquely [105] as there is a component of electric

field parallel to the normal that drives surface oscillations. With increase of the angle of
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Figure 4.7: Results of particle-in-cell simulations with parameters: aL = 20 (IL = 400Irel ≈
9 · 1020W/cm2), τL = 7 cycles (19 fs), ne = 80ncr and normal incidence for linear p-
polarization (a) and pulse with polarization gating (b). On both figures the color coded
image shows the wavelet analysis (time-frequency analysis) with the vertical axis as the
frequency axis and the longitudinal axis as the time axis. The graph on the right of
the image represents the spectrum of the reflected light with frequencies on the vertical
axis and normalized intensity on the longitudinal axis. The graph at the top shows the
reflected light (blue color) and the filtered pulse (20-100 harmonics, red color). For the
case of polarization gating (b) the ellipticity evolution (black color) and the gating time
(green rectangle) are also shown.
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Figure 4.8: Harmonics generation efficiency as a function of both ellipticity and angle of
incidence. Parameters of the simulations are the same as on Figure 4.7. The incident field
for ε = 0 is p-polarized. Results for harmonics within the range from 10th to 20th (a), and
from 20th to 50th (b) are presented. For both ranges, the threshold ellipticity ε0 for 10%
harmonic efficiency as a function of angle of incidence is shown in the lower part.

incidence θ, this part grows proportionally to sin θ. To see the effect of oblique incidence to

the effectiveness of the polarization gating scheme, we have performed a series of 1D-PIC

simulations for angles of incidence between 0◦ and 45◦. The oblique incidence case was

incorporated into the 1D code using a Lorentz transformation to a moving frame in which

the light is normally incident [121]. The efficiency of harmonics generation as a function

of both ellipticity and angle of incidence for two harmonic ranges of practical interest is

shown in Figure 4.8. Two different tendencies of the harmonic efficiency are to be noted

here: first, with the increase of the angle of incidence and for all the ellipticity values it

increases by more than an order of magnitude (see also Ref. [33]) and, second, for large

angles of incidence it becomes less sensitive to the ellipticity. Simulations made with dif-

ferent parameters of laser pulse and plasma show similar results, i.e., the curve of efficiency

as a function of ellipticity becomes broader with increasing angle of incidence, indicating

longer gating width. This trend is depicted in the lower part of Figure 4.8, where the
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Figure 4.9: Intensity of the single attosecond pulse (blue color, 20-100 harmonics) as well
as intensity of the incident pulse (red color) and ellipticity (black color) for the simulation
with same parameters as in Figure 4.7 and with angle of incidence θ = 15◦.

threshold ellipticity (the 10% level efficiency) is seen to increase as function of the incident

angle approximately linearly. It appears that the greater the angle of incidence the higher

the threshold ellipticity and therefore, the less confined in time the gate is. Both harmonic

ranges exhibit the same general behavior, but the higher harmonic range (20th-100th)

appears to be slightly more sensitive to ellipticity variation. For 45◦ target irradiation,

the 10% efficiency level is reached for ε0 ≈ 0.6, and this makes target irradiation under

45◦ questionable for experimental realization of an adequately short gate. However, it is

experimentally practicable to irradiate the target under 10◦− 15◦ in which case the results

of the simulations show that the efficiency of harmonic generation decreases rapidly at

small values of ellipticity, deviating only slightly from the case of normal incidence. Thus

it appears quite feasible even under oblique incidence to generate a gate with duration

short enough to restrict the emission to practically a single cycle. This is confirmed by the

results in the Figure 4.9, where the simulations with parameters as in Figure 4.7, but with

oblique incidence (θ = 15◦), are shown.
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4.3 Summary of the chapter.

In this chapter methods for controlling the temporal structure of harmonics are discussed

based on reducing the number of oscillations of the reflecting surface. The first method

relies on the intensity gating by few-cycle laser pulses and the second method makes use

of pulses with dynamically changing polarization. The study presented in this chapter

gives estimates for the gating time and thus for the parameters of the experimental set-up

needed for obtaining a 5 fs gate. We find that the polarization gating by means of two

plates has a limitation in the incident pulse duration due to the large delays needed, which

in turn can be overcome by a different scheme (for example using the double Michelson

interferometer technique [118]). It is shown that polarization gating is also feasible for

oblique incidence of the laser pulse, at least for angles of incidence θ < 15, which makes

this scheme a candidate for experimental generation of intense single attosecond pulses

using multi-cycle laser pulses.

In comparison with the gas harmonics, it appears that the method is more suitable

for the case of surface harmonics since the shortcoming encountered with gas harmonics

where the circular part induces unwanted ionization does not play a role in this case. In

addition, the surface oscillations in the case θ > 0 are driven not only by the light pressure

force that oscillates at 2ωL, but also by the normal to the surface component of the electric

field that oscillates at ωL. Subsequently as the angle of incidence increases, a regime is

reached where all harmonics (odd and even) are efficiently generated and the attosecond

pulses in the resulting train appear on every cycle and not every half-cycle as in the case

of gas harmonic (odd orders only). This is a factor that should be taken into account in

determining the optimum angle of incidence since it has the advantage that twice as long

gates can be used to isolate a single attosecond pulse.



Chapter 5

Controlling the spatial structure of

harmonic beam.

In previous chapter methods of controlling the temporal structure of harmonic beam were

presented. Besides the temporal coherence the spatial coherence is of great importance es-

pecially in the view of the possibility of generation of electric fields with extreme intensities

by focussing the harmonic beam to the diffraction limit. Reaching the so-called Schwinger

intensity of 1029W cm−2 [50] would help to open the whole new field of nonlinear quantum

electrodynamics, where the vacuum can not be considered empty and interacts with the

laser light [122, 123, 124, 125]. The Schwinger limit seems hard to reach with conven-

tional laser systems with the wavelength of about 1µm. High-order harmonics are a good

candidate in that direction as besides the short duration they have also short wavelength

and can in theory be focused [53]. From the experimental point of view some questions

immediately arise. What is the divergence of the beam, how can it be controlled and how

is it affected by the impurities of the target? In this chapter we make an attempt to answer

these questions.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of target denting influence on the harmonic beam divergence. a)
Divergence in the case of the planar target - the divergence of each harmonic depends on
its wavelength. b) Divergence in the case of dented target - the beam is focused before
diverging with the constant angle. (Figure courtesy R. Hörlein)

5.1 Surface denting

In the one-dimensional description of the generation process we always assume that the

target is planar. If the harmonics are generated on a planar surface then the divergence

angle Θq of the q-th harmonic is given by the approximate expression

Θq ∝ λq

Dq

, (5.1)

where λq and Dq are the wavelength and the source size of the q-th harmonic respec-

tively. This scaling says that if all the harmonics are generated within the same spot, which

has approximately the size of the laser spot, then the divergence is different depending on

the harmonic wavelength. However, the experiments [28] show different scaling, namely

all harmonics (within the measurement, harmonics from 20 to 40) have the same angle of

divergence. This contradiction can not be resolved by assuming that the harmonics were

generated each with the different initial spot size and another explanation is needed. As it
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was mentioned above, expression 5.1 only works in the case of planar target geometry. In

fact, initial planar target geometry changes during the interaction with the intense laser

pulse due to the denting created by the inhomogeneous transverse distribution of the laser

beam. This leads to the generation of the harmonics with curved wavefronts which can ex-

plain the experimental findings. The effect of the surface curvature on the divergence angle

of the harmonic beam is schematically outlined in fig. 5.2. In the planar target geometry

the beam diverges from the target and the divergence angle of each harmonic is governed

by eq. 5.1. In the case of the dented or pre-curved target the harmonic beam first goes

through the focus (generating fields that can have intensities higher than the intensity of

the incoming laser beam) and then diverges, while the divergence of each harmonic now

stays constant.

Two different denting mechanisms can be separated:

• Adiabatic or hydrodynamic denting of the background ions by the slow varying pres-

sure of the laser pulse. This is closely connected to the ion acceleration mechanisms

and is correlated with results of the chapter following further.

• Non-adiabatic denting of the oscillating reflecting surface due to the rapid electron

motion. This can be understood from figure 3.3, where the dependence of the os-

cillation amplitude is plotted as a function of laser amplitude a0. Inhomogeneous

transverse distribution of the laser beam leads to the inhomogeneous oscillation am-

plitudes of the mirror surface along the spot size.

The predominance of each mechanism depends strongly on the laser pulse duration. As

ions are heavy compared to the electrons, the first mechanism is dominant for long laser

pulses (approximately more than 15 cycles), as the second mechanism is dominant for

few-cycle laser pulses.

Let us discuss the main results of the experiment presented in [28]. First of all, diffrac-

tion limited performance of 20-th harmonic was observed. Second, the divergence angle

of all harmonics from 20 to 40 is constant. The laser pulse duration for the results of the

paper [28] was 500 fs (for the VULCAN laser, approximately 180 periods) and 40 fs (for the
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Figure 5.2: Spatio-temporal distributions of electron (a) and ion (b) densities as well as
reflected field intensity (c) during the interaction with the laser pulse with a0 = 7, 15 cycles
FWHM duration. Plasma density is 400ncr, linear preplasma with length 0.2λL is assumed
to be present.

ASTRA laser, approximately 45 periods) thus the hydrodynamic denting is dominant. All

other laser and plasma parameters in the simulations were kept the same as in experiment.

An illustration of the hydrodynamic dent is shown on fig. 5.2 where the results of the one-

dimensional simulation are presented. In this simulation it was assumed that plasma has

expanded during the interaction with the prepulse and the length of the preplasma is 0.2λL

(this is justified by the fact that in experiments the laser pulse always has the pedestal

due to Amplified Spontaneous Emission or some satellites). Each subfigure demonstrates

the spatio-temporal picture with horizontal axis being the longitudinal coordinate x axis

and vertical axis being the time axis. Electron density, ion density and the reflected light

intensity are shown on fig. 5.2a,b,c respectively. One can see that the reflecting surface

moved from its initial position and this motion is due to the slow laser pressure assisted

movement of the ions.

From the experimental measurement of the divergence angle of the harmonic beam

and knowing the spot size of the laser one can approximately estimate the size of the dent

needed for the constant divergence [28]. This can be in turn compared with PIC simulations

presented here. We have performed the same simulation as presented on fig. 5.2 but varying

the laser amplitude and preplasma length for both ASTRA and VULCAN lasers. The

results of this study are shown on fig. 5.3, which shows the depth of the dent for a range
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Figure 5.3: Expected level of denting from PIC code simulations for conditions similar
to those used in experiments. The target densities used are 400ncr for Astra parameters
(15 cycles FWHM duration, open symbols) and 200ncr for Vulcan parameters (180 cycles
FWHM duration, filled symbols). Calculations are carried out for a spread of density
ramps, resulting in two distinct groups of curves. The density ramps are 0nm (crosses),
50nm (triangles), 100nm (circles) and 200nm (squares). The expected level of denting
derived from the experiment is shown by the shaded areas (red-Astra, blue-Vulcan), the
extent of which indicate the level of experimental uncertainty.

of density gradients as a function of laser amplitude a0. The shaded areas on the figure

represent the results of the estimations derived from the experimental data. To within the

uncertainties of the experiment, the denting depth derived from the PIC simulations is in

good agreement with the depth derived from the observations.

The effects of hydrodynamic denting can be mitigated to some extent by using few-cycle

pulses. In this case the ions can be considered immobile and the non-adiabatic denting is

important. To investigate the effects of the non-adiabatic denting and ways of controlling

the divergence of the harmonic beam we have performed a series of 2D PIC simulations.

The typical plasma density is ne = 30, the target thickness is 1λL. If not stated different,

the laser pulse amplitude is equal to a0 = 10, the pulses have the electric field with a

Gaussian envelope function in both space and time:
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Ey(t, x, y) = E0 · exp

[
−y2

ρ2

]
· exp

[
−(t− x)2

2T 2
0

]
,

where ρ and T0 are the width of the focus and duration of the laser pulse respectively. The

FWHM duration is related to T0 by TFWHM = T0

√
8 ln 2 and ρ is chosen to be ρ = 5λL.

The size of the simulation box is 3.5λL in propagation direction and 40λL in polarization

direction. The time step is TL/300. Each cell is initially occupied by 50 macroparticles.

This setup is used for all 2D simulations presented in this thesis.

We start with the simplest case - irradiation of the planar target with a laser pulse with

gaussian distribution in both time and lateral direction. The farfield propagation using the

standard Kirchhoff diffraction theory [102] is applied to the simulation data. This follows

the approach of previous studies by Geissler et al. [126]. Figure 5.4a shows the electron

density distribution approximately in the moment when the laser pulse maximum reaches

the target. One can see how the inhomogeneous lateral distribution of laser pulse results in

a dent, that produces the harmonics with curved wavefronts, that are shown on fig. 5.5a.

The results of the propagation of the harmonic beam away from the target is shown on

fig. 5.4b for different distances. On this figure the transverse beam profile (harmonics

from 25 to 100) is shown. One can see that the harmonic beam goes through the inter-

mediate focus before diverging again, reaching the intensity in the focus of approximately

1021 W/cm2.

5.2 Focusing of harmonics

Dent-induced focusing has a major problem - the beam is badly focused and is not con-

trolled. In order to control the focusing one can use pre-dented targets. We have also

performed the simulation with the parabolically shaped concave target. The radiation

reflected from the target was again spectrally filtered from 25th to 100th harmonic and

propagated to the focus. The comparison of the transverse beam profile for planar target

case and the concave case is presented on fig. 5.5c. The inlay on this figure demonstrates
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c. (Figure compiled by R. Hörlein)
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100) immediately after the generation on the target for a) Gaussian intensity distribution
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convex surface. In addition the dashed line in c) outlines the shape of the curved surface
used in this simulation.

the target used in the simulation. In the case of the shaped target the width of the har-

monic beam is approximately 6 times smaller compared to the case of the planar target,

leading to the increase of intensity by the factor of 36 assuming radial symmetry. The

intensity in the focus is then approximately 5 ·1022 W/cm2 and is larger then the intensity

of the incident light. Due to the limited resolution of the simulation only harmonics up

to 100 are taken into consideration. In theory selecting higher harmonics and focusing

them with appropriately shaped targets could lead to achieving intensities on the order of

1029 W/cm2.

5.3 Controlling the divergence of the harmonic beam

by shaped targets.

The problem of both dent-induced and concave-target focusing is that the focus is situated

in the close vicinity of the target, where a lot of charged plasma particles are located. If

one wants, for example, to detect electron-positron pairs created by the strongly focused

harmonic beam, then this situation is not favorable. More than that, for many experiments

it is important to transport the harmonic beam to the sample, which is usually mounted

far from the target. This poses another question - can the harmonic beam be generated

with flat wave fronts to diminish the divergence?
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The easiest solution is to use the laser pulses that have flat transverse shape. To show

the effect of using this idea we have performed a simulation with a superGaussian (of the

order 4) laser pulse. The results are presented on fig. 5.5b. Compared to the case of

a Gaussian pulse (fig. 5.5a) they exhibit significantly flatter wavefronts. In experiments,

however, the generation of the flat-top pulses is accompanied with technical difficulties and

waste of laser energy.

Another approach can be applied - using the shaped targets. In this case one needs to

use convex targets instead of concave discussed in the previous chapter. Approximately

knowing the depth of the dent for given intensity (for example from PIC simulations) one

can engineer a target that will compensate the dent. For the case presented on fig. 5.4a, a

spherical target with a diameter of approximately 500λL will be approptiate. Figure 5.5c

shows the effect of such a target on the harmonic beam - straightening of the wavefronts.

The deviation on the wings can be overcome by using even more complex targets. The

drawback of this method is that it is essentially single-shot. After every shot in experiment

the target has to be aligned again. Which of methods is preferable depends on the available

laser energy and the goals of the experiment.

5.4 Influence of surface roughness on the divergence

of harmonic beam.

On limit to the ultimate potential of beams of harmonics generated on the surface of the

overdense plasmas is the role of any surface imperfections such in terms of shape and

roughness. These can greatly affect the generation process and the angular and temporal

structure of the beam. This is particularly important for Coherent Harmonic Focusing

suggested in [53].

Classical scattering problems [127] such as, for example, propagation of radio waves near

the surface of the ocean imply that the roughness is quasi-stable in time and the Rayleigh

criterion can be used - the surface is considered rough and leads to diffuse reflection if
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its characteristic roughness size h > λL/(8 cos θi) (in other words the maximum phase

difference between two reflected rays is more than π/2), where λL - is the wavelength of

the incident wave and θi is the angle of incidence [127].

Contrary to the Rayleigh criterion, Dromey et al. experimentally observed a striking

behaviour - ”the harmonics are insensitive to surface roughness on the scale of the harmonic

wavelength” [28].

Motivated by this surprising behaviour, we have investigated the interaction of a rel-

ativistically strong laser pulse with an overdense corrugated plasma surface. Here we

present time the theoretical basis, both analytically and with PIC simulations, for rapid,

non-adiabatic smoothing of the plasma-vacuum interface and show it to be effective on

length scales below the transverse electron oscillation amplitude.

In section 3.1.1 the simple one particle model was introduced. In eq. 3.15 the approx-

imate expression for transverse oscillation amplitude of the electron layer was given. One

can write it in the following form

Y ≈ 2 · a0

ωp

. (5.2)

As it was discussed in section 3.1.1, the simple estimate (5.2) works well until the value

of approximately a0 ≈ ωp/2. After that relativistic corrections to the skin depth and

electron longitudinal motion become important [128]. On the other hand the simplicity of

this expression makes it convenient for the following estimates. The results for the higher

laser amplitudes can be obtained by numerically integrating the model equations. From

fig. 3.2 one can see that the transverse motion amplitude reaches considerable fraction of

the laser wavelength and might be responsible for the smoothing of the surface. Indeed if

the transverse motion of the electron exceeds the characteristic roughness size, then the

roughness is likely to disappear.

Having estimated the amplitude of the transverse coordinate Y one can establish a

criterion for surface smoothing to occur based on the ratio of this amplitude to the charac-

teristic roughness size h. For instances where the transverse motion substantially exceeds
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the characteristic roughness within the whole roughness area, substantial smoothing can

be expected. For simplicity we consider that the roughness has the same characteristic

length h in both lateral and normal directions. One can define a dimensionless parame-

ter ξ separating the case when smoothing takes place from the case when the roughness

survives during the interaction:

ξ =
2a0

ωph
· e−ωph. (5.3)

When ξ > 1 the roughness according to our criterion vanishes.

In order to demonstrate the surface smoothing we have conducted a series of 1D and

2D PIC simulations using the code PICWIG described in chapter 2, with clean and rough

surfaces for different laser amplitudes a0. Step-like vacuum-plasma interface is assumed,

the ions are immobile. The surface is modulated under sinusoidal law in order to simulate

the roughness (see left part of Fig. 5.7). For convenience, the modulation period and

amplitude are linked and the position of the vacuum-plasma interface is given by the law

x = h · sin( y
h
).

In the 2D case in order to investigate the spatial properties of harmonics we analyze

the propagation of the harmonics emission away from the target using Kirchhoff diffraction

theory [102] following the approach used in earlier investigations of harmonics propagation

[126]. The harmonic beam (from 15th to 25th harmonic, central wavelength 0.05λL) 200

λL away from the target is shown on Fig. 5.6. On all four sub-figures the color surface

presents the distribution of normalized intensity of the filtered harmonics as a function of

both time t and transverse coordinate y (the ceiling panel shows the same data as a color-

coded image), the upper-right plane shows the projection of the beam to the time axis thus

the time structure of the harmonics beam exhibiting a train of several attosecond pulses.

On the upper-left plane the intensity distribution of the harmonics beam as a function of

transverse coordinate y is shown (black solid line). Results presented on Fig. 5.6 a,b,c,d

are obtained for surface with modulation size h = 0 (clean surface, ξ → ∞), h = 0.05λL

(ξ = 2), h = 0.1λL (ξ = 0.2) and h = 0.2λL (ξ = 0.003) respectively. There are several

important points to mention.
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First, for these simulation parameters the distance of 200λL corresponds to the position

of the harmonics focus due to surface denting as discussed in the previous sections. This

can be illustrated from the Fig. 5.6a by the fact that the transverse width of the reflected

harmonics beam (see graph in the upper-left plane) is much less than the initial laser width

with ρ = 5λL.

Secondly depending on the dimensionless smoothing parameter the spatial and temporal

structure of the harmonic beam is not influenced by the surface roughness. Figure 4 shows

the harmonic orders from the 15th to the 25th, which should undergo diffuse reflection

according to the Rayleigh criterion by all the rough surfaces simulated. Contrary to the

Rayleigh criterion, but in agreement with experimental observation [28], almost no change

in the harmonic beam structure is observed for ξ = 2 (Fig. 5.6b) in good agreement with our

smoothing criterion. Surfaces with ξ < 1 (Fig. 5.6c,d) lead to the speckle-like diffraction

picture with more energy going to the wings of the beam. The fact that the beam is still

tolerably collimated hints that even though ξ < 1, the characteristic surface roughness

was significantly diminished during the interaction. The analysis of the spatial structure

of harmonics generated on the corrugated surfaces exhibits collimated beam structure and

serves as an indirect proof of the surface smoothing.

Direct proof of the surface smoothing can be found on Fig. 5.7 where initial density

distribution (as function of longitudinal and transverse coordinates) and the density distri-

bution near the moment when the pulse maximum reaches the surface are shown (left and

right sub-figures respectively). The results here are presented for the surface with ξ = 2

and show that the transverse motion of the electrons leads to the non-adiabatic (in contrast

to the adiabatically slow smoothing due to ion motion) smoothing of the corrugation.

5.5 Summary of the chapter.

In this chapter some important for experiments questions are discussed, that concern the

spatial coherence of the harmonic beam. It is shown that the laser pulse with inhomoge-

neous lateral distribution of intensity produces concave structure on the target that leads
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Figure 5.6: Farfield distribution of the reflected harmonics beam 200λL away from the
target for a) clean surface, b) surface with modulation size h = 0.05λL, c) surface with
modulation size h = 0.1λL, d) surface with modulation size h = 0.2λL.
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Figure 5.7: Initial density profile (left) and the smoothed density profile in the middle of
the interaction process (right) for the surface with ξ = 2.

to the parasitic (in other words uncontrolled) focusing. Denting can happen due to two

reasons: 1) the slow laser-pressure induced ion motion and 2) the fast Lorenz-force driven

electron motion. The beam reflected from such a dented target exhibits constant divergence

for all harmonics far from the target.

There are several ways of controlling the divergence of the harmonic beam. If one is

interested in highest fields, one can use the concave targets and control the focusing of

harmonics. This has a problem, because the focus is located about 50λL from the target,

where there are a lot of background charged particles and photons. In experiments that

would lead to difficulties in separating the useful signal from the noise.

If one is interested in re-focussing or transporting the beam with minimum divergence,

one can pursue the attempt to straighten the wavefronts of the harmonic beam by reducing

the dent. Here, one can use either shaped laser pulses with flat-top intensity distribution,

or shaped convex targets. The first method has the disadvantage, because obtaining the

flat-top distribution in experiment is fairly difficult. The second method is essentially

single-shot, because the alignment of the target is needed before every shot. The usage of

any of this methods relies on the available laser systems and the goals of the experiment.

Surface roughness can greatly affect the process. In this chapter we have shown that

surface smoothing of a rough target surface during the interaction of relativistically intense

laser pulse can be sufficient to allow diffraction limited beaming of harmonic radiation -
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contrary to expectation based on the Rayleigh criterion. This effect does not rely on the

slow, adiabatic smoothing due to ion motion and is a direct result of the large spatial

amplitude of the electron trajectories in relativistic laser interactions. This finding has

direct impact on the peak intensities that can be achieved at shortest wavelengths and

suggests that extremely high quality keV harmonic beams are achievable.

This chapter might be useful for optimization of future experiments as it offers the ways

of controlling the spatial structure of the beam of harmonics generated on the plasma-

vacuum interface.
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Chapter 6

Generation of monoenergetic ion

beams from thin foils irradiated by

circularly polarized laser pulses.

6.1 Ion acceleration in the radiation pressure regime

A prominent feature of relativistic laser-matter interaction is that the electrons do not only

oscillate in the transverse electric field, but are also pushed longitudinally by the v × B

part of the Lorentz force. Thus, focussing an intense laser pulse onto a solid target results

in charge separation fields at the front side of the target. Those fields in turn accelerate

ions into the laser propagation direction. For linearly polarized laser pulses this front-

side acceleration process was studied both theoretically [129, 57, 60] and experimentally

[78, 79, 64] during the last years. The role of circularly polarized light in high-intensity

laser-solid interactions was addressed in recent publications by Macchi et al. [84] and

Liseikina et al. [83]. In the case of circular polarization, the force due to the light pressure,

i.e. the v × B term in the Lorentz-force, has no oscillating term and thus leads to less

heating of electrons than linear polarization. While electrons are adiabatically pushed into

the target, ions can be effectively accelerated in the non-oscillating charge separation field.
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The difference between circular and linear polarization can be traced from animations

made from simulation data. We use the 1D3P PIC code described in chapter 2 (the

simulations and parameters are described below in section 4), where 1D3P means that each

quantity depends only on one spatial coordinate (in our case the x - direction in which

the laser propagates), but particles have all three momentum components and generate

currents in three dimensions. In order to visualize particle motion in three-dimensional

space in figure 6.1, we have selected electrons (blue) and ions (red) along the y = z = 0

axis, obtain their trajectories by integrating their momenta, and plot them in full three-

dimensional space.

Figure 6.1 displays a snapshot taken at the time when the pulse maximum reaches

the target. Black arrows represent the electromagnetic fields for a circularly polarized

laser beam incident from the left side. The target foil is initially located at x = 20µm,

and its thickness is 0.01 µm. Figure 6.1b represents the ion phase-space (longitudinal

momentum versus ion position). Figures 6.1c and 6.1d give the electron and ion energy

spectra, respectively. Figure 6.1e shows the square root of intensity (later by this term we

mean the instantaneous intensity) of the laser pulse (black), the longitudinal field (green)

and electron and ion densities (blue and red, respectively).

In the case of circular polarization (movie1 [130] and figure 6.1), the longitudinal charge-

separation field, that accelerates the ions, is non-oscillating and produces a mono-energetic

ion bunch. Electrons are moving in circular orbits and the electron spectrum also exhibits

mono-energetic features during the interaction time. After the laser pulse, electron energy

decreases because of energy transfer to the remaining foil. It is interesting to notice that

in this particular case the longitudinal electric field amplitude becomes as large as that of

the incoming laser pulse (see next section).

The case of linear polarization (movie2 [131] and figure 6.2) is quite different. In sharp

contrast to the case of circular polarization, the oscillating component of the laser v ×B

force drives the electrons into chaotic longitudinal motion back and forth through the

thin target foil. This strongly heats the electrons and leads to foil explosion rather than

smooth localized ion acceleration. Notice the wide spatial spreading of the longitudinal
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Figure 6.1: Snapshot of laser-foil interaction taken at the time when the pulse maximum
reaches the target. The circular polarized laser pulse is incident from the left. The simu-
lation parameters are: laser amplitude a0 = 3, laser FWHM duration is 15 cycles, target
density ne = 100ncr, and target thickness l = 0.01λL. (a) Positions of electrons (blue
circles) and ions (red circles) are plotted on three axes in microns as well as electric field
(black arrows) in arbitrary units. The transparent box indicates target position. (b) Ion
Longitudinal ion phase space, (c) electron and (d) ion energy spectra, (e) square root of
laser intensity (black), longitudinal field (green), and normalized electron (blue) and ion
(red) density.

electric field (green), which accelerates the ions. As a result, we observe broad distributions

of electrons (blue) and ions (red) with thermal-like spectra and strongly reduced energy

transfer to ions. This confirms the results of recent publications [81, 82, 132, 133] that

the use of ultra-thin foils combined with circular polarization of the laser pulse allows for

highly efficient generation of mono-energetic ion beam bunches.
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Figure 6.2: Same as figure 6.1, but for a linear polarized laser pulse with amplitude a0 =
3 · √2 incident from the left.

6.2 Model equations

For the following considerations we assume a steady state of the interaction where the

electrostatic pressure is balanced by the radiation pressure of the laser (see also movie1).

The model was already described above in chapter 2. Here we discuss it again. The charge

separation field produced by displacing the electron slab with thickness l into the target is

given by

aes = Znl, (6.1)

where aes is the electrostatic charge separation field, Z and n are the mean charge state and

the density of the target ions, respectively, and l is the thickness of the electron depletion

layer [81]. We work in relativistic units (see Chapter 2). The length of the depletion layer
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can be found from the balance between electrostatic and radiation pressure, i.e.

1

2
a2

es = (1 + R− T )a2
0, (6.2)

where R and T are reflectivity and transmission of the foil, respectively. By combining

eqns. (6.1) and (6.2) and considering a target of thickness d we introduce the dimensionless

parameter

ξ =
Znd

a0 ·
√

2(1 + R− T )
. (6.3)

The dimensionless parameter ξ defines the regime of interaction. When ξ = 1, then

the laser pressure is just sufficient to displace all electrons by the target thickness, i.e.,

the target thickness equals the length of the depletion layer. For ξ ≤ 1, the laser pressure

is stronger than the electrostatic pressure, and the electrons are pushed out of the target

foil, while for ξ > 1 compressed electrons and space charge field remain inside the foil,

accelerating the ions layer by layer [81]. For the latter case, the whole foil is set into mo-

tion after the shock launched by the laser front reaches the rear side of the target. In the

following we divide our analysis into two different scenarios: i) the electrons are completely

separated from the foil (ξ ≤ 1) and ii) the electrons remain bound to the target ions (ξ > 1).

i) When the electrons are separated from the foil, the maximum field at the rear side

of the target is defined by eq. (6.1), where l must be replaced by the target thickness d.

In our one-dimensional consideration, this field is maintained for the duration of the laser

pulse tL, which in the non-relativistic description yields the maximum ion kinetic energy

of

Eξ≤1 =
1

2mi

(
Z2ndtL

)2
, (6.4)

where mi is the mass of the target ions in units of electron mass me.

In reality, the energy will be less when the one-dimensional description breaks down,

i.e., when the separation distance Ls approaches the diameter of the laser focal spot 2 · rL.

This would lead to a lower ion energy in eq. (6.4) and may be described by replacing the
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laser pulse duration tL by the value 2 · rL/c; here the electrons are assumed to move with

speed of light away from the ions given them a shorter time, i.e. 2 · rL/c to respond on the

charge separation fields.

ii) For ξ > 1, we assume that the foil remains in its initial shape, and the laser pulse is

totally reflected by the target (R = 1, T = 0 in eq. (6.2)). Then the foil is accelerated by

the light pressure, and the equation of motion reads [134, 82]

dp

dt
= Z · a0

ξ
·
√

1 + p2 − p√
1 + p2 + p

, (6.5)

where p is the momentum of a single ion of the foil. In the non-relativistic approximation,

the corresponding kinetic energy of the ion is given by

Eξ>1 =
1

2mi

(
Za0tL

ξ

)2

. (6.6)

It is worth noting that the motion of the foil becomes relativistic, when the momentum

p = Za0tL/ξ equals 1. For ξ = 1 and tL = 2π (single laser cycle), these conditions mark the

transition to the laser piston acceleration regime as discussed by Esirkepov et al. [134]. The

corresponding laser amplitude aLP
0 = mi/(2π) = 1836/(2π) is equivalent to an intensity of

7× 1023 W/cm2 at 1 µm wavelength for a hydrogen target.

Comparing eqs. (6.4) and (6.6) it is evident that they are identical for a0 = Znd which

is similar to the ad-hoc definition given in eq. (6.3). Therefore, the ion energy expected

for optimal conditions can be approximated by

Eopt =

(√
(Za0tL)2 + m2

i −mi

)
, (6.7)

which is the relativistic analogy to eq. (6.4).
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6.3 Simulations

6.3.1 Optimal conditions for ion acceleration

The plasma density used throughout the chapter is 100 ncr and was chosen to be lower

then solid state densities. This is for the sake of simplicity in order to study the basic

properties of the ion acceleration with thin foils. The results of this study can be scaled to

real densities. The spatial step is equal to 0.5nm, each plasma cell is initially occupied by

400 macro-particles of each kind (electrons and ions). The ions in this study are assumed

to be protons. The laser pulse has a Gaussian envelope, and its duration is the FWHM-

value of the electric field envelope. Throughout the chapter the duration of the laser pulse

is chosen to be 15 cycles, corresponding to approximately 40 fs for λL = 800nm. In all

simulations presented in this work, the density gradient scale length at the plasma-vacuum

interface was taken to be zero, i.e. the laser pulse interacts with step-like density profile.

The transition between the regimes ξ ≤ 1 and ξ > 1 is apparent in figure 6.3a, where

the proton energy is plotted versus the parameter ξ (eq. (6.3)) for different laser pulse

amplitudes a0. For simple illustrative reasons, we have set ξ = ξ(R = 1, T = 0), implying

full reflection and zero transmission. This is actually not true for the thin foils considered

here, where transmission is significant, as we saw in figures 6.1) and 6.2). Nevertheless,

we find from 1D simulations that peak proton bunch energy occurs for ξ ≈ 1, almost

independent of laser amplitude. The important message is then that the optimum foil

thickness (nd)opt scales linearly with laser amplitude a0. Plotting both quantities from

simulations for Gaussian-shaped pulses in figure 6.3b, we find indeed proportionality

(nd)opt ≈ a0, (6.8)

given by the dashed line in the important range of 1 < a0 < 20. Also for other pulse shapes,

the relation (nd)opt ≈ f · a0 remains valid, but with different proportionality factor f , for

example, we obtain f ≈ 2 for a flat-top laser pulse. Deviations show up at larger a0. Those
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Figure 6.3: Results of 1D PIC simulations. (a) Proton bunch energy versus the parameter
ξ for different laser amplitudes a0. (b) Dependence of the optimum mass-density (nd)opt

on a0 for a laser pulse with gaussian envelope (circles) and for a flat-top pulse (squares);
the dashed and dash-dot lines correspond to (nd)opt = a0 and (nd)opt = 2a0 respectively.
(c) Dependence of ion bunch energy on a0 obtained from simulation (circles) and from
eq. (6.4) (dashed line).

are probably due to the highly simplified derivation of the threshold for complete electron

separation. For large values of a0 the response of the ions to the growing longitudinal

electrostatic field can not be neglected anymore and should be taken into account in the

pressure balance equation (eq. (6.2)). With this respect, the motion of the ions becomes

important when they approach the speed of light within the initial separation case, which

is likely to happen for the case a0 = 50 (figure 6.3b, c).

Finally figure 6.3c shows the ion bunch energy versus a0 obtained from simulations

(circles) and from eq. (6.7) (dashed line) setting ξ = 1. It is visible that the ion bunch

energy grows proportionally to a2
0 (eq. (6.6)) and therefore to the laser pulse energy as long

as the ion motion is non-relativistic.

6.3.2 Ellipticity effects

Suppression of pre-pulses, which tend to degrade density profiles of targets before the main

pulse arrives, is required in many experiments. Plasma mirrors have been successfully used

in this case to achieve high contrast laser pulses [135, 136]. In the context of the present

paper, however, pulses are needed having both high contrast and circular polarization.
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The problem then is that plasma mirrors will change the polarization of obliquely incident

pulses from circular to elliptical, because the p-polarized component is absorbed more

strongly than the s-polarized one. Since the plasma-mirrors are often used after the main

focusing optics of the laser system, i.e., shortly before target interaction, their effect on

the polarization needs to be controlled.

Motivated by this experimental problem, we have studied how the generation of mono-

energetic ion beams degrades with decreasing ellipticity and what is the minimum value.

Here we define ellipticity as the ratio between the two field components ε = Ey/Ez, sup-

posing that the phase difference between them is equal to π/2 and that Ey < Ez. Results

are shown in figure 6.4. Figure 6.4a exhibits ion energy spectra for a0 = 20 and decreasing

values of ellipticity. One can see that energies and strengths of spectral peaks diminish

with decreasing ellipticity and disappear for ε < 0.7. In figure 6.4b, the dependence of the

threshold ellipticity on laser amplitude a0 is plotted. For each a0 the thickness of the target

was chosen to be optimal according to the results of the previous chapter. One observes

that the threshold ellipticity of ε ≈ 0.7 is almost independent of a0, though it slightly falls

for a0 < 7. We attribute this latter tendency to reduced electron heating at lower laser

amplitudes.

Finally figure 6.3c shows the dependence of the energy of the ion bunch on ellipticity

for a0 = 20. The ellipticity is shown in the range from εthr to ε = 1 (circular polarization).

The results on peak ion energy can be approximately described by the relation

Eion = Ecirc

√
(ε− εthr)/(1− εthr), (6.9)

where Ecirc is the peak ion energy for circular polarization and εthr ≈ 0.7 the threshold

ellipticity.
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Figure 6.4: a) Proton energy spectra for a0 = 20 and different ellipticities. b) Dependence
of threshold ellipticity on a0. c) Dependence of the proton bunch energy on ellipticity for
a0 = 20. Beam parameters are the same as for figure 3.

6.4 Summary of the chapter.

The present study is restricted to one-dimensional analysis and simulation. Multi-dimensional

effects have been discussed by Klimo et al. [81], in particular lateral decay of the ion bunch

which limits the time interval available for acceleration to tm =
√

2ξσ/a0. Here σ denotes

the FWHM diameter of a Gaussian radial intensity distribution. The maximum ion energy

then follows from eq. (6.6); for SI-units and ξ > 1, we find Em = (4
√

ln 2mic
2/ξ)

√
PL/PRi,

where the ion relativistic power unit PRi = 4πε0m
2
i c

5/(Z2e2) = 29.3PW for protons. Under

optimal conditions (ξ ≈ 1), this implies proton energies close to 1 GeV for a laser power

of around 3 PW.

In conclusion, the results of the present chapter clarify two important points: First

the areal density optimal for ion acceleration was found to be (nd)opt ≈ a0. Second the

degradation of peaked ion spectra as a function of ellipticity of the driving laser beam has

been investigated. Peaked spectra exist for ε > 0.7, and ion energy decreases ∝ √
ε− 0.7.

These results are important when using plasma mirrors for high contrast in upcoming

experiments.

Circular polarization may be achieved even when using plasma mirrors. For this one

has to take into account the different reflection coefficients for s- and p-polarization and

choose the ellipticity of the incoming beam such that it results in circular polarization
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after reflection. Deviations from complete circular polarization in the range of 10% can be

tolerated, but should not exceed 30 %.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis is devoted to theoretical and numerical studies of overdense plasmas, which

being irradiated by intense laser light become a source of charged particles and photons.

Proof-of-principle experiments have been conducted in many laboratories of the world

showing outstanding characteristics of beams of electrons, ions and photons. This has

raised a lot of discussions on possible applications of such beams. However, before making

these sources a scientific or medical instrument one needs to know how to control the

process. This is the main emphasis of the thesis - studies of ways of controlling the two

processes that occur during the interaction of intense laser pulses with overdense plasmas

- generation of high-order harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency and generation of

monoenergetic ion beams.

7.1 Controlling the generation of attosecond pulses.

7.1.1 Controlling the temporal structure of attosecond pulses.

As shown in Chapter 3, the harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency are generated

in the form of trains of attosecond pulses due to the forced oscillations of the reflecting

surface. In most cases single attosecond pulse is desirable. The only way to generate a

single pulse and not a train of pulses is to reduce the number of oscillations of the reflecting
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surface with the help of the gating. Here one can use either 2-cycle pulses - thus introduce

intensity gating, or use pulses with dynamically changing polarization. According to the

simple one-particle model presented in Chapter 3, the pulses with circular polarization do

not produce oscillations of the surface and thus no harmonics are generated. If the pulse is

constructed in the way that it possesses linear polarization only during short time and all

other moments the polarization is circular then one can effectively confine the generation of

attosecond pulses to the time period when the polarization is linear. This method is called

polarization gating and is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. It is shown that polarization

gating technique works both in the case of normal and oblique incidence, which makes this

scheme a candidate for experimental generation of intense single attosecond pulses using

multi-cycle laser pulses.

7.1.2 Controlling the spatial structure of attosecond pulses.

Controlling the spatial structure of high-order harmonics generated on the surface of over-

dense plasma is especially important in the view of Coherent Harmonic Focusing [53] that

would possibly allow to reach the Schwinger limit [50].

In Chapter 5 it is shown that inhomogeneous lateral intensity distribution of the driving

laser pulse leads to target denting. Target denting can be either adiabatic, i.e. due to

the slow hydrodynamic ion motion, or non-adiabatic, i.e. due to the fast motion of the

electrons, and leads to the parasitic and uncontrolled focusing. After the harmonic beam

is focused in the vicinity of the target it diverges and all harmonic orders have the same

divergence angle.

In order to control the divergence of harmonic beam one can pursue two ways - either

shaping the lateral intensity distribution of the laser pulse or shaping the target. In the case

of the concave target, harmonic beam can be focused in the controlled way, theoretically

leading to extreme intensity in the focus. However, as the focus is located in the close

vicinity of the target, where there are a lot of particles, experimental value of such a

scheme is questionable. In many cases the harmonic beam needs to be propagated a long
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distance to the sample. In this case, one can think about straightening the wave-fronts

of the generated harmonics and thus reducing the divergence angle. This can be done by

reducing the denting of the target either by using flat-top laser pulses or by using convex

targets.

Surface roughness can greatly affect the generation of the high-order harmonics and lead

to the loss of the spatial coherence in the harmonic beam. In Chapter 5 it is shown that

surface smoothing of a rough target surface during the interaction of relativistically intense

laser pulse can be sufficient to allow diffraction limited beaming of harmonic radiation -

contrary to expectation based on the Rayleigh criterion. This effect does not rely on the

slow, adiabatic smoothing due to ion motion and is a direct result of the large spatial

amplitude of the electron trajectories in relativistic laser interactions. This finding has

direct impact on the peak intensities that can be achieved at shortest wavelengths and

suggests that extremely high quality keV harmonic beams are achievable.

7.2 Controlling the generation of ion beams

The results presented in Chapter 6 clarify two important points: first, optimal conditions

for generation of mono-energetic ion beams using the circularly polarized are found. Most

energetic ion beams are generated when the laser pressure is just enough to displace all

the electrons of the target from the ions. It is predicted that ion bunches with energies up

to 1 GeV can be generated with state-of-the-art laser systems.

Second, the degradation of peaked ion spectra as a function of ellipticity of the driving

laser beam has been investigated. The results of these studies are important when using

plasma mirrors for high contrast in upcoming experiments. Circular polarization may be

achieved even when using plasma mirrors. For this one has to take into account the different

reflection coefficients for s- and p-polarization and choose the ellipticity of the incoming

beam such that it results in circular polarization after reflection. Deviations from complete

circular polarization in the range of 10 percents can be tolerated, but should not exceed

30 percents.
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